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and holds an A. B. Degree from
Howard University. She earned
her Masters Degree from Co
lumbia University in New Yolk
City and has done further study
at Vassar College and the Uni-
versity of Kentucky.
Possessing a deep warm per-
inality and concern for people
he is ideally suited for her job
s principal of a school for
,andicapped children. She has
poken before many groups in
-le interest of the handicapped
id gives freely of her personal
• e seeking various services
the children. Mrs. Booth
a an open door policy at her
and parents know that
are free to talk with her
• the problems of their
and her staff to work together
• Most effectively to bring about
the best results.
Mrs. Alma Roulhac Booth,
Principal of Keel School (for
Handicapped Children) is en-
dowed with both personality and
good professional background.
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R. H. 'Tuff Green,
J. O. Patterson, JR., Ben J. Blakey Elected
Bishop's Son, Announces To State Wide Post
Well known Benjamin Blak-+ ferred to this office after hav
For Political Office
Atty. J. 0. Patterson, Jr., on
June 10th, filed a qualifying pe-
tition the Shelby Count Election
Commission for the purpose of
having his name placed on the
ballot as a candidate for election
in the Democratic Primary for
the position of Representative to
the Tennessee General Assem-
bly from the Sixth (6th) Re-
presentative District of Shelby
County.
Attorney Patterson, Jr. is the
son of Bishop and Mrs. J. 0.
Patterson, national leader of
the Church of God in Christ,
229 S. Wellington Street. He
lives at 1584 Wellington and
maintains offices at 224 Wel-
lington.
He is 31 years old and this
is his first bid for political of-
fice. He is parter in the firm
of Patterson & Hall, attorneys.
He is licensed to practice law
in Illinois and Tennessee.
The youthful attorney re-
ceived his education at the
Lutheran Cooperative Elemen-
tary School, Booker T. Washing-
ton High School, Fisk Univer-
sity in Nashville, where he re-
ceived a Bachelor of Arts De-
gree in Business Administra-
tion. He attended the De Paul
University Law School in Chi-
cago, and earned the De-
gree of Juris Doctor. He is a
member of Pentecostal Temple
Church of God in Christ, headed
by his father, Bishop Patterson.
He holds membership in the
Rehabilitation Board of the
Memphis Housing Department,
is a member of the Memphis
and Shelby County Bar Associ-
tion, of the Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, The Blue Key Na-
tional Honor Fraternity, and the i
Phi Alpha Delta Legal Frater-
nity.
In announcing his candidacy
for the Tennessee legislature,
Mr. Patterson said, "I submit
(Continued On. Page 2)
Woman Of The Week
MRS. ALMA ROULHAC BOOTH GREETS GOVERNOR ...
Frank G. Clement at the ground breaking ceremony of the
Mental Retarded Hospital in Arlington, Tennessee. Mrs.
Booth is principal of Keel School (for handicapped children).
Smiling his approval is Judge Ben L. Hooks wbe also wit-
nessed the ceremony.
Mrs. A. R. Booth Is
Praised For Personality
ey, an active Memphis political
leader, was elected state-wide
President of the Tennessee
Federation of Democratic Lea-
gues in an election held this
month, June 11th, at the Chisca
Plaza in Memphis.
The position means that Mr.
Blakey will preside over the
administration of over 3
Democratic organizations, rep-
resenting counties all ov er
Tennessee. The League is the
only state-wide Democratic or-
ganization of Negroes in t h e
State. It was first organized in
1963. Its first president was
Atty. Robert Lillard a Nash-
ville Councilman. The presi-
dent's term lasts two years.
Mr. Blakey is a member of
the staff of Riley Garner, Coun-
ty Trustee. He works in t h e
delinquent tax office. He trans-
ing served five years in the
State Department of Revenue
here in Memphis. He was the
first Negro to be appointed to
serve in that capacity.
The handsome and persona-
ble Mr. Blakey is a native
Memphian. He attended t h e
local public schools, graduating
from Hyde Park and Douglas
High School. He holds a de-
gree from Tennessee State
University. Unmarried, he lives
with his mother, Mrs. 'Barbara
Blakey, at 2135 Chelsea. A
Catholic, he has been active
in local politics for the past
eight years.
The Federation of Democra-
tic Clubs is expected to play
a decisive role in the forth-,
coming primary and general
elections in Tennessee.
•institute o ep ma
Business Opens At LeMoyne
The Administrative Manage-1 tration; Mr. Joe Sleaver, chief
ment Institute, a course design- of the financial assistance di-
ed to help small business, held vision of the Small Business
its formal opening and first Administration, and Mr. Wil-,
class in Memphis this month at lian Trammel, Business andi
LeMoyne College. Industry specialist for the Ad-
MISSISSIPPI
= TENNESSEE
ARKANSAS
15c
Bandmaster, Passes
STATE LEADER, — Benjamin Blakey, left, of Memphis,
shakes hands with Nashville, Tenn., Councilman Robert
Liliard as president of the Tennessee Federation of Demo-
cratic Leagues. The Federation is the only state-wide po-
litical organization of Negroes in Tennessee. Mr. Blakey, a
ministration. Also present rep-On hand for the opening from native Memphian, is a product of the city schools and A. &
Nashville were: Mr. Sam jell. resenting the Memphis Area
Chamber of Commerce was 
State University.
flings, Regional Director of the
Mr. James R. Pirtle managerSmall Business Administration;
Mr. Roy D. Oaks, Jr., chief ofi nf the Industrial Department Of
the procurement and Man-NW
ment Division of the Adminis. Arnold of LeMoyne College and 
the Chamber: Dean Lionel Taylor Tells Graduates
Ex-Policeman
Arrested
A former policeman, Ernest
Mr. George A. Stevens presi-
dent of the Memphis Chapters
r of the National Business Lea-
gue a co-sponsor of the Insti-
tute.
A special highlight of the open-
ing was the awarding of a
L. Wails, 27, of 467 South
Barksdale. was arrested last
week t 1775 C li • ft
failing to obey the orders of
two policemen Officers C. Mis-
led and M. H. Neal.
They reported in City Court'
that they had received a dis-
turbance call at the above ad-
dress. When they arrived they
said Walls was inside cursing
and drunk. When they sought
to quiet him, they say he be-
came arrogant and abusive.
They handcuffed him and took
him to the station house. He
passed out, and was taken to
John Gaston Hospital In City
Court he was fined $25.
Mr. Walls was a member of
the Memphis Police Depart-
ment between 1962 and 1964.
Re resigned the position. He
has since been associated with
a local business institution.
A good professional back- children. They have found her
ground makes for a good ad- to be a friend as well as a
ministrator but smce personal- teacher, principal and advisor.
ity is more important than pro-
fession, our "Woman of the
Week" has her own answer to
the afore mentioned statement.
She believes that is is not back-
ground but motivation, maturi-
ty, understanding of team work
and knowledge of the Democra-
Because of her outstanding
contributions to her profession
and community she has been
the recipient of the following ci-
tations, "Woman of the Year
Award in Education" by the
YWCA; "Humanitarian of the
Year Award" by Alpha Beta
tic processes which causes her Chapter of Alpha Pi Chi'Sorori-
ty and the "Living First for
Memphis Award", by the Mem-
phis Cotton Makers Jubilee.
An active personality in the
community our "Woman of the
Week" is a Board Member of
of the Memphis Urban Leape;
Board Member Jesse Mahan
She attended LeMoyne College Center, Past General Chairman
of the Sickle Cell Anemia Fund
which incidentally raised $3,000
that year; Past Chairman of
Women's Division of Civic and
Service Clubs for American
Heart Association; Char-
ter Member of Memphis Bet-
ter Schools Committee, Inc.;
Mrs. Booth who is an ener-
getic person is also a member
of the Tennessee Citizens Com-
mittee for Better Schools; the
Tennessee State Planning on
Mental Retardation and a mem-
ber of the committee on case
finding.
She is also a past president
of Beta Epsilon Omega Chapter
of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
(Continued On Page 2)
certificate of membership
To Eye Changing Times
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — "Keep er effort. Taylor cautioned.
Death Claims Veteran
Memphis Bandmaster
Death stilled the musical
heart of one of Memphis best
and most widely-known musi-
cians last week. Richard H.
"Tuff" Green, veteran band-
master and jazzman, collapsed
at his mother's home 383 North
Decatur Street, Sunday even-
ing around 5:30. An ambulance
was called. He was pronounced
dead at John Gaston Hospital.
He had reportedly been under
the care of a doctor, but not
considered seriously S u n -
day, Mr. Green had washed
his car. He complained of a
pain in his chest. He asked
his mother for a sedative, then
sat down to look at a Father's
1Day gift he had received from
to your eyes on things that are Ile continued that is not
the Tennessee State Advisory
Council of the Small Business
fluid, moving and changing,"
Hobart Taylor, Jr. told 11 5
Administration by Mr. Jennings Knoxville College graduates and the art of goal setting a n d
to Lawrence S. Wade coordi- guests at Commencement.
nator of the Institute. Mr. Wade "What we share as human
is the first Negro to serve on beings is more important than
this important state council- what we share as races," he
Enrollment for the opening said.
session of the Institute was 56,
which makes this Institute the
largest in terms of enrollment
?Taylor, one of five directors
of the U. S. Export-Import
Bank, New York City, was in-
enough to be a college gradu-
ate, hut that one must learn,
get where be is going in pre-
determined time.
The Rev. Eugene St. Clair
Callender, pastor, Church of
the Master, New York City,
was Knoxville College bacca-
laureate speaker May 29. He
said: Fundamentally, human
ever conducted by the Smallitroduced by Dr. James A. nature may be the only thing
Business Administration. En-ICeiston, KC president s i n c e that can be changed. People
rollment was expected to reach 1951. Dr. Colston will become can be changed, have been
the 75 mark before the next President of Bronx Community changed and continue day by
' class, slated for June 15th. College August 1. day to be changed in funda-
Instructors for the first class
were Mr. Thomas Murrey, as-
sistant Vice-President of Union
Planters National Bank; Mr.
Dover Crawford, assistant
cashier of the Tri-State Bank
(Continued On Page 2)
REGISTRATION WORKERS — The NAACP Youth COMMA
of Memphis is currently engaged In a Voter Registration
project. Representatives of the Council are shown above.
They are, left to right. Miss Janet Horne and Miss Debbie
Horne. Shown with them le Miss Ada Taylor, who is regis-
tering for the first time. By dropping her name in the
WDIA "Lucky Box." she has become eligible for one of the
three cash prizes which She station will award each week
until the current election campaigns on Augnst 4th.
A native of Houston, Texas,
Taylor lived all of his adult
life in Detroit. He has a law
degree from the University of
Michigan. He is former special
assistant to both Presidents
John F. Kennedy and Lyndon
B. Johnson, who appointed him
to the Export-Import Bank.
The speaker warned the grad-
uates that jobs in this n e w
time require flexibility and that
opportunities are brighter, than
they were four years ago. He
said that there is a place for a
skill today. The degree you re-
ceive today is not a passport
to success — it is only a hunt-
ing license which permits the
Individual to grow and expand terian Church, doctor of divini- E
R. H. "TUFF" GREEN
his only child, Mrs. Cynthia
Winfrey, a member of t h e
faculty of Corry School. It was
while looking at the gift that
the bandmaster collapsed. It
is believed he died from a
heart attack. He was 54 years
old.
Mr. Green was one of the
city's best - known musicians.
Only recently he was honored
at a ceremony in which he was
described as the current "dean
of bandmasters in the local pub-
lic schools." For fifteen years
he was bandmaster at Melrose
Hfgh School. His bands were
consistently outstanding.
Before becoming a school
bandmaster, Mr. Green had
laid a firm foundation in the
popular music field. He h a d
played kir years in local en-
tertainment centers. He served
as a sideman with such popu-
lar music notables as Dub Jen-
kins, Al Jackson, Nat King
Cole, Ernie Fields, Lionel
Hampton. and others. He also
played with his own organiza-
tion, the Rocketeers.
Apparently, it was a tragic
accident which happened to his
band that decided Mr. Green
about becoming a school band-
master. It was while on the
road with them that a traffic
accident occurred which cost
the lives of several of the city's
most promising young musi-
cians, among them Marcellus
Durham, and Leonard "dough-
(Continued On Page 2)
mental ways. However, laws of
the physical world are w e 11
fixed. If we are to expect g
things of human nature, we
must begin with ourselves.
ly high expectations can lead
to high achievement.
Taylor and Callender received
honorary doctor of laws and
doctor of divinity degrees, re
spectively. Other honorary de
gree recipients were Carl Thom
as Rowan, journalist, doctor of
humane letters, absentia; Mon
roe D. Senter, principal of Knox-
ville Beardsley Jr. High 2 e
years, doctor of laws, and Rev.
James Foster Reese, pastor,
Knoxville First United Presby-
as a result of further and great- ty.
Man In The News
ERNEST WITHERS
rnest Withers Offers
Free Rides And Cash Offered For Constable Post
To Get15,000 M
Free transportation and a
chance to gain cash money is
being offered all those w h o
register to vote between now
and the August 4 elections. The
offer is being made by t h e
Citizens Non-Partisan Registra-
tion Committee. Committee
spokesmen state that those
wishing free transportation t o
register may call 527-8264 from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
It was also announced that
each week until the campaign
is over, three cash prizes will
be offered weekly by Radio
Station WDIA to some lucky
persons who have registered
during the week. All persons
who register should drop their
names in the "WDIA Lucky
Box.- which is located in the
corridor outside of the office
at 157 Poplar Avenue, in the
ore Registered
Shelby County Office Building.
Winners will be announced on
WDIA on Saturday morning
each week.
Committee spokesmen a n -
nounce that the next meeting
for ward. leaders and workers
will be held, Thursday, June
23rd, at Mt. Olive CME Church,
Linden and Lauderdale, a t 8
lp.m. All wards, precinct and
civic groups are expected to
have representatives to give
reports on their registration
progress. Individual workers
are also expected to attend for
the same purpose.
The goal for this registration
campaign if 15,000 additional
Negro registrants by the July
5th deadline. The motto of the
Committee is "Be A Citizen
With A Choice — Exercise your
Voice... Register to Vote To-
day!"
Ernest C. Withers, Sr., photo
journalist, father and persona-
ble "Johnny on the Spot," is
literally the "Man in the
News." By virtue of his pro-
fession, Mr. Withers is always
"where the action is."
Mr. Withers' varied experi-
ences as staff photographer for
the Tri-State Defender, area
contributor for Johnson Pub-
lishing Company and f ree
lance photographer have ena-
bled him to acquire the finesse
traditional with his work. He
has covered many of the dra-
matic scenes in the Civil
Rights struggle. These include
the Emmett TM case, the Mont-
gomery Bus Boycott, the Mack
Park lynching In Mississippi,
the murder of Rev. George Lee
in Mississippi; the Gus Courts
incident in Belzoni, Mississippi;
and the desegregation o f
schools in Clinton, Tennessee
and Little Rock, Arkansas.
Mr. Withers was at the gate
of "Ole Miss" when James
Meredith Integrated that insti-
tution. He covered the funeral
of Medgar Evers in Mississip-
pi. He was also on hand to
photographically record the his-
toric Selma to Montgomery
March and was approximately
twenty five miles away when
the shooting of Mrs. Viola Liu-
zzo occurred.
More recently, June 5, 1966,
to be exact he was at t h e
highway to wish James Mere-
dith well as he began his fate-
ful walk to Mississippi.
Our "Man in the News" pos-
sesses a warm sense of humor,
an innate sense of timing and
the ability to meet people well,
stamp their faces and names
indelibly in his Memory and
has thus brought himself t o
the attention of people in high
places. Vice President Hubert
H. Humphrey wrote Congress-
man George Grider from Wash-
ington after his vist to Mem-
phis in April that Mr. Withers
was the "best photographer I
(Continued On Page 2)
Saturday, June 25, 1966 DEFENDER
Lucy Barter Weds!
Mark Stansbury
Miss Lucy Barber ass man,
ried to Markham Stansbury
a beautiful candlelit ceremony
Saturday, June 4, at 6 ID the
evening at the St. Paul Baptist
Cinu-ch with Dr. S. H. Herring,' Sbeibl: C°111111 ClanPler. 
the 
Miller and 
Miss
 Undnerg will
'bona] Foundation (The MAR CHI be graduated in Occupatiosalpastor hearing the vows. 
of Dimes), new officers wad! Therapy in Itel.
The lovely yotmg bride Is thOserribers of the BectItiot1 Mr Murley announced thatdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dea-aBoard td the Chapter were
ms Barber of 1635 E. McLe-'elected to serve for the coon!su/ee the Memphis-916" Ceasa-ty Chapter had established their
Cot-
more. The bridegroom is the inn Yearson of Mrs. Eliza 
Stansbury, ef Harold vice pre_ Birth Defects Center at the To-
gas Lucille and the late Willis' sident of the Union Protective bey Memorial Hospital. Mem-
St.ansbury, Life Insurance Company. 123
Mississippi Blvd., and Mrs. A.
Mrs. Freddie Peeples was Maceo Walker, 1255 South Park-
au- of honor. way (East s prominent civic
The bridesmaids wore longland social leader, were electedto serve on the Executiveyellow peau de sok dresses and Board of the Chapter.the matron at honor wore a Gerald B. Murley. of Gerald
contrasting green. Their head IJ. Murky Associates, was cpieces were flowers with a veil
in the back.
arc Dimes Elects
Prominent Memphians
At their aims! abesting heed Metepkb-Sneitry Cooney chap-
at the lleigide UMW el Ede- ter, The National F
cation Auditorium lbe Memphis- Mamie et Dunes. Both Mies
phis, 357 children with birth de-
fects have been registered for
treatment. He also announced
that the total received during
the 1966 March of Dunes Cam-
paign in the city and county
was $6.5,405 .70.
Cant-
ed Chapter chairman. Mr. MeMphian Wins
M urley has served as cam -I
Lucy wore an original white paign director for the past two •
peau de son dress which fes. years. and as assisant cam-1
tured long sleeves and was paten director the preceeding
decorated with ribbon lace Jai Year.
Other new members of theflower designs of seed peariso
She carried a bouquet of white, Board are: R. L Chapman, Jr.,
and Miss Janice Gardner,orchids. who D.D... auxiliary bishop of the
will serve as secretary. WYeth--- New Orleans Roman Catholic
Myles Wilson was best man- Chandler was elected vice-chair Arclutiorme and brother of Dr.
Ushers were Paul Barnes, man. T C. Graves, Ill, was Frank A. Perry. associate pro-
Wayne Jefferies, Robert Taylor, re-elected treasurer. fessor of surgery at Meharry
Lee Williams. Clarence Eari Winners of the Annual
Withers and George William- Health Scholarships were Miss
s.on. Donna Rae Lindberg, senior at
the University of Illinois, and
The reading of the vows ore-
- Miss Margaret Lee Miller, se-
ceded by a program el h"v`"" nior at the University of Flori-
music rendered by Miss Kath-, de. This is so. fourth year
leen Moffet at the organ and these students ` "h:.
'SOADISLS Mrs. LaVerne Janus moo annual Health Career
and Odell Kennon. larship Award offered by *h.— the school on the same date,
The wedding scene was pic- at 5 p.m.
turesque with huge baskets of
gladioli in the sanctuary and No Wedding Bishcv Perry is the first Ne-gro to be appointed an Amen-candelabras flanking the bridal
. can Catholic bishop in the Southarch. Circling the sanctuary r‘i
during the ceremony were Flans Says leaders invited to the Whiteand was among the religiousbridesmaids Misses Johnella
House by President John F.Barber, Rubye Barber and Mrs.
of the bride. and Miss Claudine Lynda BirdIrene Barber Robinson, sisters
Stansbury, sister of the groom;
Miss Peggy Waller and MADRID — (UPI) — Presi-
Carrie Harris. Ident Johnson's oldest daughter
:arrived here for a two-week
Little Gladys Jones, daughO visit to Spain given her by her
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Rufus father as a college graduation
Jones was flower girL Eric; present. She said she had no
Strieklanal, on of Mrs. Joan,wedding plans.
Strickland was ring bearer ! Lynda Bird Johnson, wearing
Robert Barber. brother of Choi —
a navy blue jacket, red skirtbride lighted the candles.
and navy bioe and red polka
Mrs. Barber. mother of the dot Meese, arrived aboard a
Ign onors
Meharry
Moat Rev. Harold R Perry,
Medical College in Nashville,
Tenn. will deliver the Bacalatt-
reate sermon for the graduating
class Sunday, June 13. at 3 p.m.
Marion B. Folsom, who was
Secretary of Health, Education
and Welfare under President
Eisenhower, 1955-58 will deliver
the commencement address at
'Man In The News
Page 1)
wherever be 
kinkedkinkedCCtlniied 
Finm
have - ever seen," and that
utile via'
iting here, he, "saw that man"
Go' ernor Frank G. Clement
has said that Mr. Withers is,
"an excellent pbotograpber"
and "it is always good UV be
in his company."
Kr. Withers ansouseed last
week his candidacy for Consta-
ble Second Civil District_ He
hues his candicacy on his ex-
perience as one of the original
nine Negroes hired as patrol-
men by the Memphis Police
Department in 1948. He and
his partner Wendell Robinson
made the first dramatic arrest
by Negro patrolmen in the
capturing of bandits who held
up a liquor store forty minutes
after the crime had been corn-
- The "Man in the Mews" is
liarried to the former Miss
Dorothy Currie who was his
sweetheart at Manassas High
-School from which they were
belt graduated. They are the
Parents of seven boys and one
girl Their children are Ernest
Jr., twenty-two years old and
a graduate of Howard Univer-
sity and preseatly a student at
Howard University Law
School. Perry. twenty years
old and formerly a student at
Howard University with plans
to enter Memphis State Univers-
ity; Clarence Earl, nineteen
years old and a student a t
Tennessee A & I State Univer-
sity: Wendell, fifteen and a n
eleventh grader at Mite
Road Dedrick. fourteen and
Woman Of The Week
(Confined From Page 1) Booth of Memphis They have
a charter member and past pre-
sident of the Memphis Chapter
Jack and Jill of America, Inc.,
and a charter member and Vice
President of the Memphis Chap-
ter Links, Inc.,
Mrs. Booth has done voile-
two grandsons. Phillip Booth,
III and Christopher Booth, Jr.
Since the death of her father
Dr. C. M. Roulhac, Sr., in
December, Mrs. Booth and her
husband have made their home
with her mother, Mrs. Isabella
Roulhac at 810 E. McLemore
Ave. Mrs. Booth is a member ed
teer services for the Home Vi- Emmanuel Episcopal Charm.
siting Program for Sickle Coll
Anemia. She directed the East-
er Seal Camp for handicapped
children for two summers and
also served as Acting Executive
Secretary of the Memphis Urban
League for two summers.
Prior to becoming principal
Mrs. Booth taught at Portor
School, and Hamilton High
School. She has also taught at
LeMoyne College during the
summer. She is a member of
the Memphis Educational Asso-
ciation; the Bluff City Educa-
tional Association, the Execu-
Kennedy in 1963 to discuss live Committee of the West
peaceful desegregation of pub- Tennessee Educational Congress
bc accommodations. the International Council of Ex-
Phi LamdaThe speakers will address 78:ceptionli Children'
'Theta Sorrity; the American As-1
candidates for graduation, in-,
sociation of. University Womeso
eluding 53 candidates for the:i and is Vice  President of the,doctor of dental surgery degree
during the June 10 through 13'
commencement activities. Four
diplomas in dental hygiene and
four certificates in medical tech-
nology will also be awarded.
Following are the names of
bride wore champagne lace consniercial airliner iinder dear graduates form the Memphis
with pink accessories. Tim shies. areas: Mary Louise Johnson,
grooms mother, Mrs. Stan% She and her traveling corn- diploma in dental hygiene,
bury, wore blue. Mrs. Daisy panion. former schoolmate daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John-
Barber, grandmother of the Susan Schein, were welcomed rile Johnson. 1117 Texas St.,
bride wore blue as did Mrs by their hosts, U.S. Ambassador Memphis. and 1964 graduate of
Mary Markham, grandmother Angier Biddle Duke and his Booker T. Washington High
of the groom. wife. Robin, and a host of high , School '  recently. he did so with one,
The wedding  bias directed by . ' disadvantage, he didn't know!
Mrs. Josephine Bridges. . how to drive. Seems that be-I
fore he became an actor he
Memphis Principal's Associa-
tion.
Mrs. Booth is married to
Phillip Booth and they are the
parents of two sons, Phillip
Booth. Jr.. of Philadelebia. oaso
Pennsylvania and Christopher.
ii DAISY
Starts SAT. JUNE 23
One Big Week
sisiesomestelleMemme IMP
EMU ENE ------
Several out of town retail\ es Institute ()Pens Al LeMoyne
Locks Drive
When Mkhael Caine. starr-
ing in Universal's "Gambit,"
set out to buy his first earl
and friends of the couple came couldn't afford a car and now!
to witness the ceremony and (Continued From Page II Union Protecove Life Insurance that be can, he hasn't had:
aunt of the bride from St of Memphis; Ed. King. vice r Any. R. 
Atty. A. W. Willis, time to learn to drive one. Ithey were: Mrs. Essie Dover.
B. Sugarmon, Jr.,.
Louis, Mrs. Mary Prier. C. L. president of National Bank of J esse H. Turner, Tri-State,
Markham, Miss Patti Smith, Commerce. and Jesse MarrO Bank Atty. H. T. Lockard,
Miss Peggy Smith, Miss Ruby assistant cashier of Union:Harold whaium, union protec..
karkham, all relatives of the Planters National Bank. tive Life: Thomas Willis, Um-
groom from Chicago and Miss The Institute will run through versa! Life: Carl Carson, Truck,
Shirley Markham, Miss Lots July 27. 1966. Meetings are held Rental Company: 0. Z. Evers,
Markham, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie each Wednesday night from Termite Cor.tr Comoarry: Bert!
Markham, Miss IdelLs Cockrell,.7:36 till 9:30
 
pm Ferguson. WDIA Radio Station;1
and Mrs. Callie Banks morn The Advisory Committee for Dwayne Tucker, Memphis
relatives of the groom from the Institute includes: Edmund Board of Education. and J. W.I
Greenwood. Mississippi. Orgill, ex-Mayor B. G. Olive, Cunningham. Memphis Board
Among the many relatives Universal Life; Lewis Twigg. of Education.
and friends at the church were 
Dr. and Mrs. Linkwood Wil-
Jecks°°- Mrs- I° H. Jamisdn'tMe M Ph IS Bandmasterliams. Dr. and Mrs. H. Ralph'
Betty and Rick Ferguson, chil-
dren of Bert Ferguson. man-
ager of wimA where the groom, (Contisned From Page 1) estranged several years ago
formerly worked: Mres. Bet.'
trice Roby, Mrs. Martie 
belly., Campbell. He is survived by his daughter
'
Russell, Columbus Robinson,: He was influential in t h e 
Mrs. Winfrey, and his mother. 
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Brooks. Mr., career in jazz paralleled thee Mrs. Eva Hamilton of the Dc.
and Mrs. Ernest Withers, Sr.,, Andrew Goodrich. Irvin Rea- catur Street address
Miss Nancy Williams, Mrs- son, and Hank Crawford. His
LACY Beck, Mrs. Leola Ganarn, career in jazz parelleled that Be was born ui Greenevtik
Miss Diane Armstrong, Rev. of another famed popular nun. Miss., but was reared in Mem
and Mrs. Waiter Madison, Miss ie drummer of Memphis. An- phis. He was a .graduate of
Joan McCullar. Mr. and Mrs.' drew Chaplain, DOW retired the local public schools. attend-
Robert Richards, Mr. and Mrs. from the profession. ing both Manassas and Booker
Frank Armstrong, Mr. and T. Washington High Schools. He
Mrs Archie GI-Maids. Mimi Mr. Green was noted for his earned a degree from LeMoyne
Jimmie Ann Davis, Mrs. /4i. cool cordiality by local dance- College.
. 
reee vatipett, Hrs. Willie 'viewers. He was a master of
the bass fiddle. Funeral arrangements h a dSmith, Rev. Elmer M. Martina not been completed at this
Mr. and Mrs. Jotuarne Arm- He and his wife, the well- writing. T. H. Hayes and Sons
strong and Mrs. Annie Pearl knows Mrs. Thrift Grow were will officiate.
Boyd.
Seen congratulating and wish-
mg the couple continued hap-
piness were Miss Jim Ella Aus-
tin. Miss Errr.:.Erefi, Miss
Juanita Gardner. Wiss Juanita
Smith, Miss Shirley Burns. Mr.
and Mrs McCann Reid. Missi
Helm Coleman, Mrs. ConwalL
Ball, Mrs. Li J Bailey. Mrs.,
Carlene Mallory-. Johnny Powell,
Alex Perry. Mrs. Myrtle Fisher,
Dan Brown. Mrs Roble
son. Miss Dorothy Jean Rob-
inson. Miss Gay Waller. Miss
Patricia Tbompsom Muss Sonja
Hall, Willard Dukes. Miss Cath-
erine Ward, Miss Mary Parham,
Miss Jean Robinson. Mrs. Rosie
Jackson Mrs Mamie Bogam,
Mrs. Rufus Thomas and daugh-
ter Vanese Miss Ann Hines,
Miss Susie Freeman.. Mrs.
Walton, Mrs. Beatrice Dobai,
Mrs. Regina Jefferies, nil Mts.
Vera Clark
Hostesses at the receffiri
which was held in the social
rooms of the church were Misses
Sue E. Parham, Barbara Mull.
Gloria Mason. Gloria Willis.
and Jimmie Ann Davis.
Mrs Stansbury. teachet at
Menne School and Mrs, stain-
bury n Public Relations Director,
lior Lane College. The couple is.
at heave at 002 Carver.
nu IMMEIT
Plus
GRECORY OIANE
PECK BAKER
tAIRAGE 4 1
Volume Makes The
Difference
BUY YOUR 1966 FORD '
FROM
HULL DOBBS CO.
WORLD'S LARGEST
FORD
DEALERS
THE BEST PLACE ON EARTH
TO BUY YOUR CAR
115 South Third St.
Ph 526-8871
100% HUMAN HAIR WIGS
WAREHOUSE SALE!
WHY PAY RETAL PRICE—
WHEN YOU\ CAN BUY WHOLESALE! 104
O IfUL
YOUR CHOICE:- I sEiku1
af 
•••
2 
495 •••• ......... LAT-AWAY or Frrs.A.NCING
THIS IS A RETAIL SALE!
PHONE
527-3619
DIRECT FROM
IMPORTER TO YOU!
DEALERS ARE WELCOME
a
• 
MON CLAIRE INC.I
14 NORTH MAIN ST. 
OPEN
THURSDAY
TIU 9 P.M.
am di n wt. dsileyearsgbratuoidgiatrind, inasafeedti; thatteopu 
ill
lltimeeibe mhono Pager d', re! but to also utilize
Patterson, JR.
my and 
influence of the office of
pthreseixintwethre
eighth grader at Mitchell, An 10. 
drew Jerome, eleven years old
fourth grade at Ford Road. Ispected and inescapable duty to B4Cresentat"e 
to
serveu the representativeofr l views of the citizen of theThough 
Mr 
Withers and his each  and everyvotera  
Sixth District before any and all
in the ninth grade at Mitchell
Daryl Lewis, thirteen and ..an
family live at 480 W. Brooks
Rd_ which is across town from
Gospel Temple Baptist Church
they maintain mernbfrship in
the church in which be was
reared and which is a few
doors down the street from the
home of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. A. E. Withers, 1 0 6 2
Manassas, Mr. Withers and his
family are all members of the
National Association for t h e
Advancement of Colored Pao-
resident of the Sixth Represen-
tative District; to propose, 
tIt 
dili-
inge yy in a dgenfoercralefull. I 
will deem
y
and vote for any and all legis-
lative bills that will tend to pro-
mote and improve the economic,
health, social and general we!
fare of all citirens the Sixth
District in particular and the
rm
it to be my duty and respon-
sibility to serve and speak for
the residents of the Sixth Dis-
trict not only on the state level
,
departments of local govern-
ment when proposed courses of
action will tend to have an ef-
fect upon residents of the dis-
trict
'On the state level 1 pro.
pose to work for the enactment
of a state minimum wage law
and state civil rights legislation.
I am in favor of and will strive
to obtain the state's total
and complete participadse to
in the war on poverty. Two of
HOGUE & KNOTT
WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS. . . .
MORRELL'S POPK
Chitterlings
10 1.1 1199
EYE THESE BARGAINS TODAY!
GEORGIA 1Big 20 Oz. Can
PEACHES
MIXED VEGETABLES a•Attf:'"Fk"29“Frozen 
GREEK PEAS Toble-T•stedFrozen 1°41. 10CPb.
BLACKEYE Pmfg 10-0z.P1 9.10'
U.S.D.A.
CHOICE HEAVY
STEER BEEF
STEAKS
SIRLOIN LB. 87'
T. BONE 97'
PORTERHOUSE 1.07
FRENCH FRIES 5 69FPOZEN _ Lb- Pi9 _ c
TURKEY 5th clG ebal met Gra WY' 21;46. 1.49
WESTPAC :°1T:,.""To`tss e2fr731rinallgs 25cPIONEER
BISCUIT
Lb
.Box 29'
DONUTS is go (hotPkg. 17
POTATOES Col-Ida Frozen 9p-(Zz.. 19'
POTATOES Col•Ida F,b111N1
CABBAG
FRESH
CORN
3 MEDIUM EARS100
DRINKS
Fresh
Green, Lb:
GREEN BEANS ctsweetF rexan
HENDERSON
SUGAR
10 b. Bag
SAMOA
COKES
PE PSI
DIET WAY
(SALL REG. SIZE
SOFT DRINKS
SNOW CROP
Frozen
POTATOES
6 Bottle.
Cotton
W i •
C•Plorn i
ONIONS Y."."' T."I
16-ox. lflc
Pk9. 7
6-0z. Can 10
Plus
D•p.
MOTOR OIL ch„„, 15c
MOTOR OIL spee.L1L'"0..., 19
MOTOR OIL R0.9.1106wL10""'')0..., 25c
RED POTATOES 10 LBS. 19
7 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANIITIES
378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK'
1578 LAMAR
3384 NO THOMAS
4321 SUMMER
973 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER
In Frazier-Htway 51 North'
•••
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Meredith Marchers Clash
With Mississippi Whites
PHILADELPHIA, Miss —
Fist-swinging violence erupt-
ed during a memorial march
led by Dr. Martin Luther King
for the three slain civil rights
workers, who were murdered
here a year ago.
Special Services
OLD FRIEND
About a half dozen marchers
and 10 white onlookers engag-
ed in a wild, tumbling brawl
that police had to struggle to
break up.
The marchers were jeered
.and stoned, and became the
 itarget for whites hurling fire-
crackers.
television
NEW LOCATION crews were roughed up andtheir equipment shattered. A
teen-age marcher was brushedOver 15 Yrs. Experience by a speeding truck.
FREE ESTIMATES
Room Additions - Dens - Car-
ports - Driveways - Porches
Patios - Garages - Heating
Storm Doors and Windows
Roofing • Ornamental Iron
Fences - Concrete
SIDING
ALUMINUM
PLASTIC
BRICK
MANY OTHER SERVICE
BOSWELL HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.
Licensed and Bonded
410 MARIS
2 Blocks South Of
HELP WANTED
Several camera
ed when he rejoins the march,
He declined to say Whether
others coming with him
be armed.
The march is scheduled to
conclude Sunday in Jackson.
Actors Marlon Brando, B r t
Lancaster. Frank Sinatra n d
Sammy Davis. Jr. are to ao-
pear at a rally murkily.; pie
end of the hike
Rockford
King said he held the federal --•
government and the state of!
Mississippi to:.ally responsible! Cops Seek
-
for the violence. He compared!
it in intensity and viciousness Attackerwith the stormy integration
battles of St. Augustine two!
summers ago.
A contingent of the Mississippi
"freedom" walkers had come
to Philadelphia to conduct a
memorial march for James
Chaney, Michael Schwerner,
and Andrew Goodman, three
civil rights workers slain here
June 21, 1964.
With King in the lead, the
marchers made their way to
the Neshoba County Jail where
they found their way blocked about 30 years of age, about
Broad by a line of deputies armed 
LOS ANGELES — A tape re-five feet nine inches tall, anti
_ with slapsticks, billy clubs and , weighing about 160 pounds. cording played in the 
Superior
hatchet handleo. , Mrs. O'Brien said the man Court trial of Herman Lee Hen-
was sitting in an auto in the ry
,
parking lot when she went into 
indicated s plso to extermi-
a store to buy a pair of stock- tiate 98 per 
cent of the 19 mil-
ings. When she came out, he lion Negroes in America, as well
ROCKFORD, Ill — Rockfor,
police are looking for the assail
ant of a young mother of three.
Mrs. Charlene O'Brien.
PRINCIPAL AND TEACHERS at Fly Eie-
mentary school in Gibson County have cli-
maxed a progressive school year. One way
was to raise funds to erect equipment for a
playground for the children of the commun-
ity. Pictured from left to right: Mrs. Dor-
_
othy Claybrook, Mrs. Helen Beard, Mrs.
Hattie Miller, Mrs. Mattie W. Davis, Prof.
R. L. Radford, principal; Mrs. Bessie Tyler,
Mrs. Clartoria Johnson, Mrs. Shirley Ray
and Mrs. Georgia Webb.
Tape Bares Poison Plot
r.re in the service." for those Klansmen down there
Mrs. O'Brien, 27, was found, V : I I Th tape recording also con- — it will come near to $25 mil-
three miles from the shopping 
Negroes - '. there  tamed a statement assertedly lion and now isn't aoy rea-police said, near a cornfield 1\ I
made by Henry that he wanted son why anybody has to squeal
napped by a Negro man
center where she had been kid- 1 T to poison "whites living with on the other."S opic
Can You Use More Cash?
are you a housewife in need
of beautiful clothing and
money too? Learn how you
can represent the latest in
fashions. Become A Beeline
Stylist.
Call For An Appointment
Ph. 948-4391 or 942-0837
INTELLIGENT
DEPENDABLE AND
attractive young lady-college train-
ing or equivalent. For sales and secre-
tarial work. Apply at
LANSKY BROS.'
MEN SHOP
123 Beale A • P from 9:00
a.m to 10:00 a.m.
_
• VOGUE BARBER and
BEAUTY SUPPLIES
Manager. Wig Department at Sther's
49 S. Main St. Everyone Is invited to
come down and nee the wide *election
of Wig's and Wig acme. Featuring,
this week Rand Threaded Wigs.
$79.95
SECRETARY
Good Shorthand and Typing. Some
experience required. Age 20 to 35.
Many company benefits.
APPLY
Buckeye Cellulose Corp.
2899 Jackson Avenue
An Equal Opportunity Employer
If you want
to keep *
learning—
consider
becoming an
IBM Customer
Engineer
Here's a Job where you're
learning every day. You
must, to keep pace with
the fast-growing industry
of information handling
and control. Better still,
you earn an excellent sal-
ary white you learn.
You would start in a train-
ing program. You would
be taught how to install
and service IBM data pro-
cessing equipment. Later,
you would be assigned
your own t-,rritory to han-
dle But that's only the
BEGINNING of your ed-
ucation,
Throuehout your career
as a Customer Eriineer,
you would attend meet-
ins and classes to keep
vnu informed of latest'
technological advances.
This education prepares
you for greater profes-
sional responsibility, too.
Customer Engineers aver-
age more than a month
each year in IBM educa-
tional programs.
qualify, A mechanical
What do you need to
aptitude plus a good
knowledge of basic elec-
tronics. A minimum of
two years of technical
school (or eouivalent ex-
perience). And an ability
to get along well with
people
If you're interested in a
job with continuing built-
in educational and ad-
vancement opportunities,
write or call for an ap-
pointment.
Fiold Fneinepring Division
IBM Corporation
1256 Union Ave.
Memphis, Tenn.
Ph.: 272-3031
ans Swam ovroWoone Owonwor
About 300 whites lined the
streets, heckling the marchers.
The marchers then went to
the courthouse where Rev.
Ralph Abernathy, another of the
leaders, and King addressed
their followers, despite the con-
fusion.
Abernathy, turning his back
on Chief Deputy Cecil Price —
one of those facing charges in
connection with the slaying of
the three civil rights workers
said:
"We are here to tell the na-
tion and the world we are no
longer afraid. We want all of
our rights and we want them
here and now. We will not tol-
erate white supremacy
Abernathy added
"Those who believe in black
supremacy are as bad as those
who believe in white suprema-
cy. If you believe me, give me
your witness."
A loud cheer went up.
King, speaking over the ex-
ploding firecrackers, told the
crowd:
"We are not afraid. We are
going to work together for free-
dom. We are here to save
America. We are here to save
you. Why don't you whites un-
derstand this?"
When about 10 firecrackers
exploded together, King started
chanting: The Lord is our shep-
herd, the Lord is our shepherd.'
Others took up the chant.
On the way to the courthouse
ABC cameraman George Romi-
IN was shoved to the ground
and his camera smashed.
NBC crewman Gene Sellers;
was jumped and his gear
smashed as the marchers
started away from the court-
house. It was in this general
vicinity that the scramble start-
ed between the whites and the
marchers.
Several of the onlookers and
the marchers squared off and
waded into each other with fists
swinging.
One white youth jumped off
the hood of a pickup trick into
the midst of the melee and for
several minutes it appeared the
battle was going to spread.
But police jumped in, mabag
ed to separate the battlers. and
the marchers filed back into the
Negro district.
King was visibly shaken by
the heckling he received (luring
his talk. His lips trembled and
his eyes kept darting toward
the groups of whites.
When he said, "We are no
longer afraid," one white yelled
out: "come over here you
black --- and I'll give you
reason to be!"
This brought a laugh from
onlookers, including authorities.
Meanwhile, the main body of
Mississippi "freedom" waikers
reached Yazoo City without in-
cident.
Mrs. O'Brien told police bow
she was beaten and left to die
In a clump of woods by a man
she described as being Negro,
had pulled his auto next to
hers and she was unable to
start her car, Mrs. O'Brien told
police from her hospital bed.
The man offered to help and
opened the hood of her car. de
then asked her to let him qee
if the auto would start. He g.t.
behind the wheel, Mrs. O'Brien
said,, and the car started im-
mediately.
Then, she said, the man then
hit her twice with an object
which the could not identify.
She said he threatened h e r
with a knife and told her he
would kill her unless she obey-
ed. He ordered her tr slide
down to the floor as he drove
away, she said.
Mrs. O'Brien said she remem-
bered very little after that as
she was barely conscious. Po-
lice believe the abductor drove
her to the spot where she was
found, a farm lane about three
miles away.
The marchers saw very few
persons along their route, sincei
the land through which they
passed was largely farmlano,
belonging to plantation owners.
James H. Meredith, the man
who started the current 'fre.-
dom" march, announced from
New York that he probably
would rejoin the march Thurs-
day er Friday.
Meredith was wounded June
6 on the second day of his
march from Memphis, Tenn to
Jackson. Miss. to prove Missi.-
sippi Negroes had nothing to
fear.
Meredith said he had "too
much faith in the government"
to believe he had to come arm-
Of Recording
Negroes and those demonstra-1 Henry estimated that it would
tors — people like Dorothy Heal- take "roughly a year and a
ey (representative of the South-
ern Calif orn la Communist
Party) and some of those unde-
sirables, like Berkeley, you
know."
"It's not just a conspiracy to
commit murder —it's a con-
spiracy to commit mas murder
— it's not going to be any
$25.000 reward like they put up
as communists and dissidents
at the University of California 5 N
at Berkeley.
Authorities claimed that Hen'
ry, a welder from Sun Valley,
Calif., conspired to poison Ne-1
groes by putting poison in gela-
tin, which would be sold to Ne- it
groes nationwide at a 10 pee
cent discount.
In the 45-minute tape. pur-
ly recorded last Feb. 21
when Henry met at a restaurant
in nearby Burbank with two OW
dercover agents from the district
attorney's office. Henry was al-
leged to have said:
"It's not just a conpi'-acy to
commit murder — it's a 
racy to commit mass murder.
You'll get damn near all of them
— you'll get 98 — 97 of 98 per
cent of all them that's in civilian
life. The only ones you won't
have a chance at are these that
half" to accomplish the bizarre
plan, the tape recording indi-
cated.
On another section of the tape,
Henry allegedly told the agents,
"When you start to think of .t,
it's (poisoning) a damn sight
easier, safer, quieter (and) less
messy than trying to shoot them
all."
ew NAACP Units Urged For Philly
NEW YORK —Establishment
of four additional branches of
the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People
In Philadelphia was recom-I
mended by the Association's
Committee on Branches.
Announcement of the commit-
tee's recommendation was
made by Judge Hubert T. Del-
any at the conclusion of t h e
meeting to which Cecil B.
Moore, president, and other of-
ficers of the Philadelphia
Branch had been invited to
"show cause why the present
charter of authority of the Phil-
adelphia Branch should not be
lifted," and the group rechart-
ered as one of five branches
in the city.
Neither Mr. Moore nor any
Sparkling CHAM PALE is the one for fun.
It bubbles like champagne, tastes
like champagne, yet costs just pennies
more than beer. Join your friends...
buy CHAM PALE wherever beer is sold.
SPARKLINal
CHAMPALE.
IMietrOooll• Briew•ry of N.J.. Inc., Trans, c,
...like
nothing
else
you ever
tasted
(except
champagne)
csuriaisIt Rine Osatil
A. S. Barboro, Inc.
House Of Quality Since 187,
119 St. Paul Phone 527-6813
representative of the branch ap•
peared at the meeting.
In a formal statement, Judge
Delany said:
"The Committee voted to re-
commend to the Board of Di-
rectors at its meeting in Los
Angeles, California. on July 6,
1966, that the Director o f
Branches (Gloster B. Current)
be authorized to proceed with
the establishment of four addi-
tional branches in Philadelphia
as are being established in the
cities of Houston and Dallas,
Texas; Los Angeles and San
Francisco; Kansas City, Mo.;
Omaha, Neb.; Detroit and Chi-
cago.
'" ee"(
AFTERMATH OF CRASH
Two military aircraft crashed in midair over Hampton,
Va., leaving wreckage hanging in trees and damaging a
number of homes. Workers dig for parts of aircraft in the
foreground while rescue teams check for victims in wreck-
age of a home. The number of dead was set at two.
!NNE
UNE
Add as extra pins to your IMO"
we with the good taste Cl extra
OlSlag Beer. Slag tastes the way
gee •nould Dry, not soitet That's
anal mekes 1 'Ora refreshing.
Joel the Sing 1414 tonght1
EXTRA RE FRESHING. .
SECAUSE IT'S IIREREft
EXTRA DRY
CARLING ORIIION4
CONPAsef,
SILLIVILLIE, ILLINOIS
Dlsowbened Sr A. S. Ceram lea
Neve. .1 0.11, il••• lilt
Buy U. S. Bonds
FIRST,
before you buy any car,
TAKE JUST
15 MINUTES TO
DRIVE A
MERCURY MONTEREY 4-DOOR SEDAN
The met+ luturious car in the mediumistic', field, with the finest, suist•st rids
this side of she Lincoln Ceistinentel . . . fall equipped with
Zair  
• AM Radio
• Power Stowing
• Mulgdrive Transmission
• Whitewall Tires
• Wen Wheel Covers
complete with air
conditioning only
• Paddod Dash and Visors
• aackup Lights—Outsid•
Mirror
• Special Factory
Safety Group
3,O99
FREE Unlimited Speed Cu. Wit,,., foe • fa riffWA lay new Mercury, Cornet or English Fad
from Schilling en Unionl
Choose from more than 100 new cars in the big main showroom
and upstairs showroorn—all air conditioned—at Schilling on Union!
• OPEN EVENINGS 'TIL 9:00
• BANK FINANCING ON THE SPOT
ON UNION 
fly UNION AVE. • 272.1510 LINCOLN • MERCURY • ENGLISH FORD
W. LEASE ALL makes and models
la;
,
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CO-ETTES AND NOTABLEX . . Members
of the Memphis Chapter Co-Ette Club, bac.,
are shown with Governor Frank G. Clement
Guest of Honor at their dinner and their
speaker Judge Bes L. Hooks. Shown in the
Georgias Room of the Sheraton-Peabody
they are left to right: Sandra Hobson, Caro-
lyn Brideeforth. JON Ce Parker. Melanie Mc-
Williams, Muriel Carrie and Cberri Joyner.
Standing left to right are Angela Flowers.
Advisor, Regbui Riley. Linda Williams, Pa-
Buddhists Crumble, But
Chief Won't Quit Fasting
tuna pssu. Venetic Nonael, Mary
Lyn: Merris, Governor (leniest, Sharon
Lewis, **Kiss CoEtte;" Jessiea Johann,
Smashes Into lvariety of laws and legal prob-
Npki Services, be dealt with a
lents. and has played a key
rote in drafting legislative pro-
Residential Area limas In
 the labor manage"
Meat relations area.
buy' s Career Service Award Ia
As a recipient of the Seers-
_____ 
Bobs's. Elizabeth Dail', • of thaw Amen. Bring as a nightclub singer. He 'fighter Plummeted out hi the Win' 
Jones conducted a year-
MeCollins, Nancy Sims, Marsha ChanaWfv ;ie„ Negro artist Lobe Noche has been living abroad for aiskirestreat nPut:shheadf a ragingh 
wan. pines procedures under t h e
study of emergency dis•
our in London this week, a rela- about 10 years and came to' dembal area. kitbag two 
per. Taft-Hartley Act.
Carol Earls, Kathy Graham, Judge Ben L. I
HAMPTON, Va. (UPI) — ALONDON (UPI) — Lady! Noche. is from suburban
scorched litter of baby alba,Sarah Andley daughter of the Philadelphia. Pa. In additioo to mattresses and eooki2og uremia
late gir irolaitall C72!Irell171, painting he also has earned his marked the place where a ietsilt
Books. Peggy Prater and Miasma Sas- !tive of Lady Sarah reported Rome three years agodridge. Not shown is Denise guns. Mks i ;nns and injuring 41 others.
Sarah has been a close
friend of Nocho for shoed two
Stop Fighting In Viet, , ",ag..gress°1 .l)ames E Jones To Head
' 
And why k is that the VW& a
TOICY0 — (UPI) — British solnag its 'oriental piaigenrs Sack indepeadesce . . .
nebengrewsellaisesealkaltervietzAhiNnarsanneriehhh"hnosar hnen Labor Policy Department
WASHINGTON. D C — See- Be graduated with homers
Nam Russell Urges GIsI
km& appealed over peacefully. 
retail' of Labor W Willard from linage University in Mis-
r/idle for American .1.4°I 111"Y et y(iti ithtlw that Wirtz %hazy eheehheed the 31)- 
mond and received a Master of
to atop participating in tug to he the ra
dio od the the United Stoles govern palatines' of James E. Jones, Arta degree from the butitek.
lb* support to a special war tion Front of South Viet Nam," Francs with all modern wea- velopment. This office serves as wk. wane attending de vat.
ofealincedtbe Fronin4::uthanar and peraupphadeillit jubr:mearecnadMermentat 
tapeolkOttles, Office of Labor aid Industrial Rela-lie war in Viet Nam and give. forces of the National Liman-
crimes tribunal to try American he began 
'-- dem ht the University at fill
poem i order to assist Prance the research and policy devel- malty of mi., where be
lesdine:51.ong appeal broadcast cm- American soldiers, in order to. 
opulent arm of the Depart- wd his law degree.
"I am speakmg to rm. al VIM Nam "
He the united states ment's Labor - Management 
as the Liberation Front Vietlerplam bow your government uith Profiling up
CAM) rad* be charged tbethas abused your rights by sestiqgovernments to serve their elms
Lleited States with befog dieting you to occupy a camtrylpurposes
aggressor hi Viet Nam and willgwbose people are united in their
preventing that conetry freeel hatred of the United States as a
Winnie's Daughter Organizes Show
For An Expatriate Negro
Services Administration.
Jose. has been assigned t •
the Office of the Solicitor .1
Lam for almost I* years. As
2 Dead As Jet 
calomel for Labor - Manage-
d)
 
Relatioas mud General Le-
British ambassador in Paris and"quite talented."
Ten homes were destroyed
and 100 others were damaged.
The A4 jet and a companion
plane front the Cherry Pi
is Rime's artistic set and alouig 
Nedie is a well-known figure
Nocho specializes in paintin7 N. C. Marine Base collided he
the tashiasahle yin Vents,. abstract miniatures and has ex- flight with the roar of a seek
hibstecl several times in Rope, boom Both crewmen aboard
The exhibition is to be held under the sponsorship of 41y.eseb of the planes parachuted 682-4637
at the recently purchased home Sarah and her friends. Roman safety, and muse of the craft
of Piers Dixon, son of a formerieritics have described him as crashed tunnies* haft Ches. 482 S. Perkins Ext.
!
More Immolations Threatened his wife Edwina, who is Ladymonks. glowered at his capt 
apeake Bay.
ors sarah•s niece
HAM
61-1-JOIOIS
Erma Lee Laws, is sponsor sit the Memel& I .-aldY • He met LadY Sarah is laid- Police Chief L. H. Nicholson
Co- .ttes. 'years. He area in Hama and and since thee there base said it was a "miracle" the
she was visiting him there at death toll wasn't higher.
the time Sir Winston was strief'
en,. with a fatal thrombosis hi
January
Unless Siege Of Pagoda Is En
SAIGON — UPI — Faced
with crumbling support for his
cam Paigb to bring down Pre-
mier Nguyen Cao Ky, Buddhist
leader Thich Tr' Quang angrily
spurned government efforts to
',ring his 14-day hunger strike
3 an end.
As Qaang costumed his de-
!lamer of the Ky regime, senior
;soaks said two Buddhist woos-
.11 were threatesing to burs
themselves to death wakes the
tzovernsnest ended its four-day pose of the operation was to re-
siege of the sprawling Vies 76 Wang- KY's political arch store the nation's power and
Asa Dan pagoda rival, languished in a Saiguniseceiroary solidarity in thehospital room where he was.seroggle against the Co.
The monks said the women brought after being seized at'uwaskies• week?.
• owed to bunt themselves un- his seat of power in the nQrth-
ss government troops relax ern city of Hue. .11111110•1111111 11111 1111111111111 111 1111111111111111 11111111111 WW1&
" 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC •
•
He refused to talk to fellow 
abd rejected doctor's attempts, _.ded feed tom in tr a v esously . Dixon said his house, ni Smith
Eaton Place, in the heart of el:
their barricade of the pagoda. Quang's Buddhist a.nn-govern- egant Belgravia, is at present!
Hundreds of men, women and menu forces lay shattered, empty because he and his wife.
children have been sealed in. Church leaders issued appeals have not yet moved in.
the compound — the last pocket to the government for help.
Dixon's wife is the formerof Buddhist resistance — by
barbed wire and bayonets. Ky, apparently confident be Edwina Sandys, daughter of
had broken the back of the former Conservative Govern-
Thiel Huyen Quane secretary Buddhist resistance, issued a mein Minister Duncan Sand"-s1
general of the national pagoda.istatement saying his action and the Late Diana
said be had told the women the•agahst t h e anti-government , who was the eldest of the late,
sacrifices were -unnecessary forces was not intended as a! British statesman's three dangh-i
at this time" but that they haci blow against Binsrlhism i tees.
not promised to call off the im-
molations. The premier said, The par-, Dixon said he understood the
exhibition was to last four days.
Both Lady Sarah and Lebo
Nocbo are at present in London
and were expected to attend
the exhibition opening.
been dada" press reports that
they intended to marry.
holt Lady Sarah and Noche
have refused to answer q
does about these reports.
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'OUR HOUSE IS YOUR HOUSE'
President Johnson escorts King Faisal of Sandi Arabia to
a place of honor daring welcoming ceremonies for the King
at the White Bosse. In his welcoming speech. President
Johnson told the King, here for a three-day state AIL
-Our house is your house." )UPI Telephoto)
wright:Le,ha
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boy Weight Sines. Ste Lee who has Mei soiling
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CAFt WASH $
Effective It•vember 29 1965
8 LM.-6 P.M. •
tof se Son. II 2S
Sat Over II AM. to 6 I, M
Sae ON, AM to 2 P M
Monday
tiro
Friday •
SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •
• 3100 Summer at Baltic a
•••••••••••••••••••••••••aimossgE
•
GO BY BUS
• It's convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
'NM TO NW SINCE
Fll TIMM, NSW
Cboir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns '
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place YOltr Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
BHS
Dec.
24$ Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
svi4m40,:s. Touseasso
"YOUR Coaspassy Makes Wk.* You Ask foe And
Gegen When You Wok or
$500 WINNER
nee Ando Oodles MIIIs
Colombo,. /Ark
Play Let's go to the R.acie ibbety
Saturday night on ChannelS •
WMCT TV at? p.m. Get vour FREE
RACE cards at Big Star this week.
for Saturday nights 5big.racesf
Shown are some of the lucky winner wfio
won playing Let's Go to the Races!,
$500 WINNER $100 WINNER $100 WINNER
Miss Unite Maio Holiday Miss Kathorino Eason Mrs. Carris Washington
752 Dark!, ilinaphis 2341 Douglass, Ivtimphis
AR*
$100 WINER $500 WINNER $500 WINNER
*.David Davis Mrs. Elizoti*th K. Albert
3841lowetogo, 1395 Doris Ave.
COMPLETE YOUR
SOREN() GLASSWARE SET TODAY!
SOREN°
i2 for 29c
8 OZ. BEVERAGES. . 2 fee 29c
6 OZ. JUICE GLASS : .2 he 29c
64 OZ.. PITCHE° 
 9tIc
Mrs. Melon Wiseman
Olive lionock, /MSS.
220 Lucerne, Memphis
YOU COULD
BE THE
NEXT WINNER
FREE SORENO
IS oz. ICE TEAGLASS
Avotedo Cofer
With *hi essoppo otod 5 adchtinnal purchase. 01 e
coupon to • 4 ota ; y. E•c'cti,”0 tobacco, n‘ilk and
hazes' milk pomilseta.
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SA1,0, Italy (UPI) — Jona-1
than Williams of Great Britain l
won the 15th Garda Auto race
--'Sunday in a Formula Three De
Sanctis.
Medical
Popula
College Honors
r Memphis
RHEALEE
49
NORTH MAIN.
526-3084
OPEN A CHARGE
30 TO 60 BAY-EXTENDED
NONTHLY PLAN
ONE WEEK ONLY!
An ABSOLUTE
SENSATION!
A Special
Purchase That's
Really
Special!
100%
HUMAN HAIR WIGS
REG. s55 DARKS
REG. s65 LIGHTS
ALL COLORS
With Human Hair In
Short Supply... This Is
A Very Rare, Never Before,
Low Price, For Full
Length Wigs.
NOW AT A
FANTASTIC
LOW
00
Choose From A
Complete
Selection Of Coiurs
This Sale Good Thru July 2,1966
RHEALEE
49 NORTH MAIN
Dentist
Veteran Memphis dentist. Dr.
Benjamin Bolden Martin,
known as "Doctor B. B." to
thousands of his fellow citi-
zens, has been awarded a pla-
que for his "fifty years of
service to mankind" from his
alma mater, Meharry Medical
College, Nashville, Tennessee.
Dr. Martin, a 1916 graduate
of Meharry's School of Den-
tistry, was one of the 19 mem-
bers of his class cited by Me-
harry President Dr. Harold D.
West at commencement exer-
cises Monday, June 13th.
In the area of medicine the
name "Martin" in Memphis
means a family of brothers
and nephews all associated
with some aspect of medical
practice, There is Dr. J. B.
Martin, a former prominent
Memphis druggist, now a lead-
ing citizen of Chicago, Ill., Dr.
A. T. Martin, a Memphis phy-
sician, Dr. B. B. Martin, den-
tist, and the late Dr. W. S.
Martin, a surgeon. A nephew
of Dr. Martin's, J. B. Martin
Jr., is a physician and sur-
geon in Detroit, Michigan. An-
other nephew, William Martin,
a pharmacist, died in Chicago,
Illinois several years ago. A warning was issued this paration for Civil Service ex- "T h e Commission recom-
mends no school. It is unneces-
sary to take a course with any
so-called 'civil service' school
in order to compete in any of
the Commission's examinations,
or to learn about them. Free
sample questions showing the
Any such information is made type and kind of questions that
available to the general public will be asked in any particular
examination are usually avail-
able for individual use.
The U.S. Civil Service Com-
mission cannot help you secure
a refund of money paid for such
a course, or give you legal ad-
ment positions. The Govern- vice regarding a contract made
ment does not conduct such with any so•called "civil serv-
courses, ice" school.
MARCH OF DIMES EXECUTIVES • • Mr.
Harold 3. Whalum, newly elected member
of the Executive Board of the Memphis.
Shelby County Chapter, the National Founda-
tion • The March of Dimes is shown in
company with Mr. Gerald D. Marley, chair•
man of the local chapter, and Mrs. A.
Maceo Walker, also a newly elected member
of the chapter's executive Board. Both Mr.
Whalum and Mrs. Walker are active lead-
ers in the city's civic programs.
BBB Issues Warning On Government Exams
Dr. B. B. Martin was long am inations.
associated with baseball in "No school can furnish ad-
Memphis during the heyday of vance information as to the
the Negro leagues. He was a kind of examination, the date
long-time official of the Mem- of examination, or the need
phis Red Sox, with an interest for Civil Service employees
in the one-time Martin Stadium.
He traded some of the nation's
leading Negro baseball players
when the white minor league
and major leagues began us-
ing Negro players.
week by the Better Business
Bureau of Memphis, designed to
help persons seeking govern-
ment positions.
The BBB advises that any-
one who is contacted by a self-
presented "representative" sell-
ing Civil Service Courses
should read the contract closely
and understand it before sign-
ing it. He should understand
that the firm is only the pub-
He is a devout churchman,ilisher or distributor of a home
a member of Collins Chapel study course . . and that it
CME Church, where is very is not an employment agency.
active. It should be understood that
A native of Hernando, it is impossible to 
promise any-
Missis-
sippi, Doctor Martin was a one a Government position. and
member of a farm family. He
said he and his brothers took
an interest in the medical pro-
fession following the lead of
their oldest brother, W. S.
Martin, who had always want-
ed to be a doctor. He worked
his way through dental school,
and after graduating worked
for three years on the railroad
before opening his offices in
the Beale Street area in 1919.
He has practiced continuously
since. He now maintains of-
fices with his brother Dr. A.
T. Martin, in the Martin Build-
at 211 S. 3rd.ing
as soon as it is to the school.
"The Commission has no
agents selling 'civil service'
courses, nor do they accept
fees or commissions for secur-
ing applications for Govern-
that the representative has no
connection with the govern- Former Memphian Weds
ment, Civil Service, or any
other official agency.
The Better Business Bureau In
welcomes calls from persons in-
terested in taking civil serv- Montgomery. Ala. — Miss erly president of Owen Junior
College of Memphis. The groom
is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Alexander Garraway of
Dominica British West Indies.
The bride is a Phi Beta Kappa
graduate of Northwestern Uni-
versity, where she received the
degrees of Bachelor of Science
and Master of Science in Math-
ematics. She is now a candi-
date for the decorate in math
ematcis at the University of
California, Berkeley.
The groom attended the Uni-
versity of West Indies and grad-
LSU Student Will uated from Mc Gill University,Montreal, Canada, where ht re-
ceived the Bachelor of Science
and the Master of Science De-
As one of eight national win- grees. His doctoral major at
ices courses . . . before they
sign a contract.
The Burean's statement was
emphatic point out that "No
Civil Service" school has any
connection whatever with the
Civil Service Commission, or
with any other Governmental
of Memphis, Tennessee as of-
agency. No Federal Agency
gives coaching courses in pre. ficiant.
Parents of the bride are Pre-
sident and Mrs. Levi Watkins
, of Alabama State College, Mont-
gomery, Mr. Watkins was form-
--
Montgomery, Alabama
FANTASTIC----
but TRUE!
OUR
JUVENILE
ESTATE BUILDER
gives you
FIVE FOR ONE AT AGE 21
A $1,000 Policy Purchased
At Ages 0-11 Automatically
Jumps In Value To $5,000
At Age 21 With NO
INCREASE IN PREMIUM
Contact One Of Our Representatives For Detai1s
Manintatit Lite a Accident
Inswunme, Compaq
District Office: 331 Vance Avenue Phone: 525-7161
Annie Marie Watkins of Mont-
gomery and Michael Oliver
Garraway of the Dominica
British West Indies were mar-
ried June 11, at 4 p.m. in the
Dexter Avenue Baptist Church
with the Reverend W. L. Var-
nado, grandfather of the bride
Study In France
the University of California,
he expects to receive in Sep.-
tember, is in plant pathology.
Bridesmaids were Misses
Emma Pearl and Dostine
Watkins, sisters of the bride,
Fine Arts near Paris, one of and Miss Beverly Guy, Mem-
the great schools of architec- phis, cousin to the bride.
ture and fine arts in the world. The couple will return to their
The L.S.U. Student, s o n of
Mr. and Mrs. McBurnett James
of 2336 Dayton Street, Baton
Rouge, Louisiana, is enrolled
in his school's five-year archi-
teCture curriculum. Club Offers Free
His father is a retired em-
ployee of Humble Oil St Refin-
ing Company, who worked at
the company's Baton Rouge re-
finery, largest in the country, children will begin Saturday
until he joined the ranks of morning, June 25th, at Fuller
Humble Oil annuitants early
this year. Dr. James E. Hand,
the L S U Architecture Depart-
ment was in charge of the
class in which young James de- sters each Saturday morning at
veloped his winning design en- 8 a.m. at Linden and Lauder-
try. involving apartment hous-
ing and a shopping center. The
young man has now finished
four years in college and will
return for the last of his five
years in the special architecutre
program in the Fall after his
studies in France.
tiers in the 1965-66 Architectu-
ral Scholarship Award compe-
tition Clifton C. James of
Louisiana State University will
study in France this summer
at the Fontainebleau School of
studies at Berkeley, following
a brief honeymoon visit in the
District of Columbia.
Youth Golf Clinic
The Sam Qualls Golf Club's
Third Annual Golf Clinic for
Park Golf Course at 9 o'clock.
Furnished free will be lessons,
balls, clubs, and refreshments.
Also a bus will pick up young-
dale in front of the Abe
Scharff YMCA entrance. The
youngsters will be given ad-
equate supervision, according to
spokesman for the Sam Qualls
Golf Club. Children from six to
16 years of age are invited to
take part in clinic
BANK TELLER TRAINEES
CASHIERS—CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS
TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PA i LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANT
AIR CONDITIONED
CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE
SUITE 876
527-5508
'OPEN TIL 9 P.M. DAILY
WHERE YOU WILL HNO
LOW CASH SAVING
PRICES ON FINE
QUALITY FOODS AND
WHERE YOU WILL BE
SERVED WITH COURTESY
eoste See S44# eut4 Save!
tt(i)
BEETS,.v. hole, Small
or GREEN BEANS
4 F„r 59e
Pork Loin
Roasts
RIB CUT-Per Lb. 45C
LOIN END-Per lb. 49C
Sultana Fruit Cocktail
t&II Apricots
A&P Pears
30 Oz.
Can 3 Fore 1.00
WHITE HOUSE
Evaporated Milk.
6 Package Carton
141h Oz.6 For 89eCan
SUNNYFIELD
Quaker Rolled
REGULAR OATS
5 Lb.3 gpt
Pkg.
WE HONOR GOVERMENT FOOD STAMPS
THESE FINE ALP FOOD STORES SERVING THE
MEMPHIS AREA AND JACKSON, TENN_
477 POPLAR 3463 SUMMER
4780 SUMMER 3561 PARK AVE.
413 N. CLEVELAND 1131 FRAYSER AVE.
1833 LAMAR 115 E. LAFAYETTE
1437 POPLAR Jackson, Tenn.
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A Bargain
Stretched out in a Memphis hospi
tal bed. James Meredith must have
wondered what on earth he'd been
thinking of. He had announced in
advance that he was scared to death
of entering Mississippi because of the
violence that might be in store. He is
an expert on the malignant will felt
by too many Mississippians f o r Ne-
groes.
And so. when the shotgun cut him
down. it isn't even remotely possible
that he cried out. "Oh my God!" in t
surprise_ Horrified he doubtless was —
but surprised? No.
And so — what had he been think-
ing of. starting the whole crazy. dan-
gerous venture '!
By now, he's had time to think.
and he must have a pretty clear idea
of the answer. As it turns out. James
Meredith made a wonderful bargain
purchase in Mississippi. He sheds little
blood. Very little. happily. Lass than
he'd no doubt have given gladly to a
sick friend in need of a transfusion.
Leas blood than he could have sold to
a hospital blood bank for perhaps fifty
to sixty dollars.
And for this trifling little trans-
fusion, oozing out of his body as he lay
there in the dust of Erighiray 51, James
Meredith bought life for the up-coming
federal Civil Rights Act of 1966.
Prior to the start of the Meredith
march. the Johnson Administration
had, indeed, made plans for pushing a
new civil rights law to strengthen the
laws passed in 1964 and 1965.
No doubt the Administration waz
sincere in drawing up its new bill —
bat people on the inside of the Wash-
ington squirrel cage feel also that the
In Blood
Administration wouldn't hare --b e e n
exactly amazed if this year's rights
bell had failed to pick up any great
amount of support_ Too many legisla-
tures were saying. -We've just passed
a' couple of rights acts that should be
sufficient to do the trick. Another one
isn't needed. The Administration
just using this third bill to keep itself
in solid with Negro voters."
But with James Meredith gunned
down. Washington's Finest — mean-
ing. in this case. the lawmakers. not
the policemen — saw quite suddenly
that perhaps there was a real and grim
need. after all, for a Civil Rights Act
of 1966. •
This new bal, for example. would
er.able federal enforcement officials to
step into a case like that of Meredith
and tag his assailant with a 10-year in the MissusIppi River. They is tssi which Ales witnessed. those gangs have been observ-.
And is such a federal law needed?Isorled at James Meredith Were said l° be the b°dies 
on Feb___29 a that year. sear:ed conducting military practiceprison term and a $10,000 fine. That was the daily taunt
The chance is strong indeed that Ifis- Oie  i4Z+1 - oxford 31 .Dee and Charles Moore. both ties' streets. They are imown
THE LONE RANGER
ie9P1 2r1W"SAIIMI
„
41.
Mississippi• • • Has Macabre
History Of Rights Deaths
as 
he strode across the.campos at "en ngnu "risen- BellrY•C.asz. 33. was slain by a local;br -guerrilla fighting- in the
Senate Commerce CommitteeThe article also went on tol approved legislation designed
express concern over the fact
;to reduce highway slaughter
th_k_ai _.i.man,y • by forcing the auto industry toghettos 
ul "mu's Prim- build safer cars
c:pal cities there are known
to be organized gangs of Se- Unanimously approved by the
•-Snule. nigger. found in 2 dragging operation the slaying of another Negro =vies bent on violence. Some of committee was a safety pack
age which would impose mach
more stringent controls es the
automakers than President
Johnson originally requested.
sissippi justice. operating in its usual ' 11.
-1 have always had a warmfashion. now will proceed to demon- Oboe in my heart far Mim janUar-r- 1965 a :Neely
5trate to the world it is. In short. les-
LiFicfPi no doubt will deal out tender
treatment and little if any punishment
A Point Of View
to 
IILACKwbichNAT11:1LISundMoubted. 
undoubtedly 
_BiarNAkT Daa. tionalismW1LLIA17, is a likes%idet.::trhakeanbgeotmothecounssatom..f le:::gdaandarrty ywsteehernt
eNite 
f:moriadenellins
was over heard saying. -Con.
conaohearreceivete:aaif llx7seesse. °b6e nin ,eacrsy P?sii:nethe sgwidroh e'. --bri"II "causeth patilize.
to exnress views m .the WPI ering the number of Negroes
media ofotevidceoncemmuniof catboti4einn, areg
cowers about -the "bot bloods"
in the Negro race. Life Maga-
zine. for example, carried a
featured article on Negro ex-
who are getting madder and
madder, it seems that while
they are learning to love us.
we are beginning to hate them."
Well, it's a fact that the Ne-
gro's patience has worn thin
tainaaits. a few weeks ago.
yammer Negroes at
"darkest just before
in his wait for decent treat.
tionnuilbe,s observg i•eab.1Pleiatcedaptnmonaag Ifointgliecer
He should remember
ment and acceptance as a
stems on the growing bitter- human being_ But from thIS
I Corner it seems that the Negro
groes of the nation's gbetb34-,that his race endured over 246
the na• years
of slavery, and over a
should remember that it's al-
as something that a lot of Ne- day -,
hundred years of semi
-slaver-..
It put a finger on something
without "blowing". Now is noknown all along . . namely,
that a lot of Negroes have ,
The ancient Greeks w r o t e.
'that a lot of Negroes. what time to get frantic acid 
panic.
gni" do not feel that the big- "whom the gods would destory
first make mad". Any
nrganiamiinns are getting many "Watts" is madness. We'm still
some folk call the "mass Ne-
wig for the protest they
results for -thee'. They ex- got to "play it cool, Baby".
It would be most unfortunatepress an increasing conviction
eights leaders are serving them. against the established Negro
that most of the loudest Civil for the Negro masses to turn
selves by way of gaining easy leadership of today . . . and
the hates of black na-! prestige. distinction, money. adopt
I and praise. Yet, when the dust ijortaiism.
from the marches is cleared , 
and the aching feet start un-
"kelimg. milli" is left but tbel Senate Unit..suli empty bellies and aching
beads of the little guys . .
while the headlines 
scream 1 OKs Carthe names of the leaders . . ..
television shows their grimaces !  
; as they express themselves in Safety Lawforty-dollar words . . a nd;
radio has a tape-mg fit over! imanricrrce; -- (um) Thethem.
Mn°re- shortly be*" linnet' In Mar lacs another head- ber. Others have becomeime a the ilatinn's top Negr°ti's James Norvell. the unemployed.was stain during waik to NE_ - • ' tinders. Dr. James Nabrit. Balkan'', the mu is aimed at
clerk who gunned Meredith down. }Es- skouted iinntHanum alawhersatem,eaafertallYmis.tssi‘heet;;US. Appointee to the United preventing death and injuries
'to have caches of arms. And
suspicious Then there' 
-It's a lot tougher now," said
'they- boldly and defiantly an- .sere Clifford Walker, 34, and • ' Chairman Warren G. Magnu-nounce that "Whitey's1. ut. wood. TafaYlorvi a_dleand rgJasPeaDra GThreenlp- go,. . . and it waal be lona! son, D-Wash. “I think the in.
sippi" Those were the wordsilarasmer- e ry will be able to live withwritten to former Goy Ross was slam by a sheriff s deputy
Evans, of Canton_ before they start "sendin* him.•' this and they'll be happy later
Barnett by postman WillianO° Flora- Miss Some of the names we re- Perhaps that is the reason
. on that we passed this bill."
say
1 Miss. Jailbreak-- The
tNations. made a speech recent- i caused by the second collisionsissippi. always happy to accommodate Thrre years ago gas enantng from the infamous Pm:WM Pi?
Nationalism." The gist of Mr.led about inside their vehicles
ly on the subject of "Blacki— in width motorists are bang-
proof that the 1966 Civil Rights Aelt bashed alid maereal seal
in this area. will provide convincinglikesday, Medgar Evers was an- Slate PellitentiarY, we"
olodikidown by Inc State Highway Pa-•
• 4 Nabrit's remarks may be sum-, after a talkies or other in,-
is one of the things that must come in-:a ries rams meeting_ 
-Born Acthrlids home as be returned teem - 
'med up in a few words. Hewact..
Add to the list Ernest less. John Merivale. featured in was saying that it will be re- The bill would require thatto being as part of the job of provid- 21 kffied in semember. Isso by Universars "Arabe sque. ' grettable for Negroes in gener- :merlin vehicle safety stand-In the summer of 1964 the ' by al to assume that this is a ards. dealing with design andin g this country with at lea.st t h e bodie„, ,:4 Jiirme.. chancy. AD_ poke* officers in Claritsdak. dichi.t surprise his family
de of civilization that can be des- • u ce ..,an aod Michael Jells was accused of stealing a becoming as actor. His mother "black man s world" that construction, Ix: set by Jan. 31,banana from a grocer! Owe. was Ziva Birkett, British stage all their think:1)z must be 1967. affecting 1968 models.cribed as mainly decent. Schwerner were found. after an
James meredith gave a very little anexheaau_rth= i‘e-en nun. buried =der And "Ids AI"- 44- a 
logger actress: his father was Philip -black" _ . that -the Avbite These temporary standards, to
dam on a fa out- who was cut down in the drive- Merivale. stage and film actor mans got to go" He was point- be determined by the Coin-
way fat his home at Liberty 111111 both sides of the Atlantic: log out that hatred from black merce Secretary, probablyblood. Probably never in the history side of philadelphia. Miss.
Miss.. by two guesaint blasts hn old Jabs's stepmother is the to white is as bad as hatred! would be those already in ef-of medicine has so little blood done so in julv. 19E4 parts of two dis- the head. Civil netts grange idereationally known actress, from while to black. He was•fect for cars the government
much for so many peopl e. membered Negro bodies were said the shooting stemmed trom Gladys Cooper. saying, black men as well as' buys each year.
Lambda Phi Alpha Sorority Sponsors Colorful Pre-Summer Formal
A trio of charming aorors of Lambda Phi Alpha
Sorority, an organization for nurses chat during
annual formal dance held at the Parkway Ball-
room. They are (from left) Ramona Reed. treas-
urer: Charity Ward. vice president. a n d Lola
Hicks. president. The ballroom was ex-pertly
transformed Uito a gala outdoor garden. complete
'with a colorful dancing water fountain and styliz-
ed flowers.
A quintet of formal--goers are (front left) Mrs.
Awnettie Norma WA- immiy Roberts, Mn, Olecil
Williams, Cecil Williams and Jimmy Roberts.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd General (left) engage in some
delightful chit-chat with Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Hammond of Gary. had.
Paikway Ballroom photographer Jim Norris and
his camera frame Mr. and MN James Pruitt who
are posing for formal photograph.
Forgetting the frug. Phillip Campban and VernellHemphill. give a welts a try.
Saturday, June 25, 196(
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Marchers Eating
Like Royalty,
Some Admit
LOUISE, Miss — (UPI) 
—
While "Mississippi Freedom
Marchers" readily admit they'r
not living high off the hog, some
agree they probably are eating
better than most Negroes in
Mississippi.
In fact, marchers sometimes
have so much food given them
there's more than the steadily
growing band can consume and
goes to waste.
Yet, it is the same contribu-
tors who perhaps take the
greatest risk and sacrifice the Hal York, a white waiter at
most to bring food to the hun- a New York nightclub, said hefelt nobody expected conditions
to be "a breeze. It's not worse
than camping out and we didn't
come down here expecting a
picnic."
The marchers themselves are
not charged for meals, but some
contribute anyway. The march
The marchers are quick to menu usually calls for a hot
defend their benefactors and breakfast and dinner with sand-
for lunch while on the
hungry," he said
gry hikers.
Donators often drive many
miles alone through areas
where racial emotions are astir
and the food they donate event-
ually would have found a place
at their own table.
Outnumbered kThere is something Pathetici acsonabout some white people, the
ones who actively persecute
To Address Baptist Parley
Negroes, and who become em Char otte, N• C• Is Scenetionally upset, angry and re-
sentful about the Negroes' et=
forts towards full civil rights. Of WIt's pathetic because t h e
whites in America have the
most powerful advantage a Dr. J H. Jackson, presidentl tor of Olivet Baptist Church, is
"A baloney race can have over another of the National Baptist Conven-
sandwich is worth more than race 
— 
the advantage of nuns. tion, USA, who was one of the
dethe best steak because someone legates to the White Househers-
risksd his life to bring it to Whatever progress the Negro Conference To Fulfill These
us:' makes, whatever pale he at. Rights, will discuss the recent
thins, he cannot overcome the meeting Carolina,His wife was quick to agree, disadvantage of numbers in re- Thursday.and added that some of thellation to the whites.marchers not accustomed to 
southern food might turn dews
grits or vegetables such as
blackeyed peas, beans or okra.
"But as long as people turn
down food, they're not starv-
big," she said,
bitterly greeted a recent report
that conditions had been so bad move•
one time they were forced to
settle for canned dogjood.
The charge was brought by
a youth sao dropped out of the
march following the controver-
sial meal last Saturday at Bel-
zoni.
"It's ridiculous," said a Cali-
fornia couple, who asked not
to he identified. They said the
SAIGON (UPI) — U.S. pare-food served actually was corn
beef hast . troopers and air cavalrymen
battled a battalion - sized Viet
"It looks like dogfood," but Cong force Tuesday in heavy
it tastes delicious," the husband jungle fighting, with the Amen -
said. "I haven't eaten any since cans trying to turn a second
I was a kid " straight enemy offensive into
a new disaster for the Commu-He said there generally was
seldom a shortage of food and
that once when hikers arrived
at the campsite past nightfall,
a Negro youth walked through-
a band of whites to procure
food for those who hadn't a
chance to eat.
"That kid risked his life so
15 people wouldn't go to bed
Gls In 2d
Jungle Battle
With Cong
nists.
At least 69 Communists were
reported killed as a multi-bat-
talion American force carried
the fight to the Communists
through the second day of a
battle that began Monday when
the Viet Cong tried to spring a
trap on 101st Airborne troops
near the South China Sea coast.
You're never alone
with a bedside phone.
You've a secure feeling.
Knowing your neighbor next door
or your brother cross country
or most anyone
is iust a dial away.
You can sleep better.
Because you're never alone
with a bedside phone.
/ (What efse that costs so little gfves you so much security
Southern Bell
Dr.
in
Jackson,
eek-Long Convention
North
who i.s also pas-
\ will close June 26. cording to Dr. Jackson.
scheduled to address some 10,-
000 delegates to the annual
meeting of the National Sunday
School and Baptist Union Train-
ing Congress of the National
Baptist Convention in Charlotte.
within the confines of the oak-
The meeting opens today sno
first negro priest from memphis ordained ,.S;;
Father Daniel Porter, first Negro from
Memphis and second from the state of
Tennessee was ordained to the Catholic
Priesthood several weeks ago at St. Joseph
New Cathedral, Buffalo, New York with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chester Porter of
Utah and Rev. Theodore Weiser, OFM,
Pastor of St. Thomas Catholic Church at-
tending the ordination.
2450 SUMMER at HOLLYWOOD
COMPARE our '66 PRICES!
1966 FORD GALAXIE
V-8 with Cruist-A-Matic,
power steering, radio,
heater, WSW tires and
other extras! $2465
NO DOWN PAYMENT REQUIRED!
We Trade For Anything of Value
Such As Horses, Cows, Dogs,
Boats, Motors, Trailers, Guns, Etc.
1966 MUSTANG
With Cruise-A-Matic,
transmission, radio,
heater, WSW tires and
other extras! 2245
HEM FORD
2450 SUMMER AVE.
Open Nites 458-1151
The leader of the National!' One of America's outstanding
Baptist Convention. which num-I religious leaders, Dr. Jackson
has presided over the National e ..
Baptist Convention since 1953
and has been pastor of Olivet
since 1941.
people do not accept their share
Dr. Ozro T. Jon•s, Jr.,
B.S., M.A., S.T.B., S.T.M., S.T.D.
bets nearly 6,000,00n members
and is the largest Negro organi-
zation in the world, will also
renew "A Call for National
Unity," which was unanimous-
ly adopted by the Baptist or- Dr. Jackson stated he does
ganization at its annual meet- not believe le the supra-legal
ing last year in Jacksonville,
Florida.
The call for unity grew out
of the conviction that all Amer-
ican citizens and all groups
tion must work together, not
only to attain the good things
In life for themselves, but also
to fulfill the nation's life, se-
or extra-legal approacnes to
civil rights and he is of the
opinion that "in a democratic
society the most enduring
achievements come through the
process of law and order.
"The right to express a griev-
ance should never be denied,
he said, adding, "too many early September.
of responsibility for
their community and
lieu' a better place in
making
their na•
which to
He called upon all American
citizens to give unqualified sup-
port and loyalty to the funda-
mental principles of the na-
tion's life and to national unity
Some SO members of the Na-
tional Baptist Convention board
of directors headed by Dr.
Jackson, will convene in Char-
lotte on Wednesday, June 22, to
the organize-
meeting
Tex., in
finalize
tion's
plans
Nth
fit scheduled for
for
annual
Dallas,
Spend Your Vacation With
A Christian Purpose
iipotiv'' WE ARE CHALLENGED!
Nearly One Half Of All
The People In The World
Today Are Younger Than
25 Years Of Age!
Many Are devotees Of Various "false messiahs"
—TEEN GANG LIFE
—NARCOTICS
— ILLICIT SEX
—DRINK
—THRILL ORGIES
*Many Are Confused - Depressed.
"Without GOD,And Without Hope"
If You Believe That Christ Can Reclaim These
Young People-Come To The 31st International
Youth Congress Of The
Church Of God In Christ
In Jacksonville, Florida
June Nth Thru July 4, 1966
OUR THEW: "Through You-Christ Can Bring
New Life To The World"
• Full Time Program For Children, Teenagers,
Young Adults, Youth Leaders!
• Daily Prayer-Bible Study. Seminars-Conferences!
• Gospel Singing, Preaching-Healing Services.
• Waiting For The Baptism Of The Spirit!
For Brochure Of The Congress Please Contact
Or. 0. T. Jones, Jr., President
Church House: 338 N. 60th Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19139
Phone Area Code 215 SH 7-2266
SEASON OPENS FRIDAY NITE, JUNE 10th
DOG RACING AT ITS BEST
SOUTH LAND
summer home of champions
JUNE 10th THROUGH OCT. 4 th
INTERSTATE °55 WEST MEMPHIS ARK.
Air oond.itioned for your oorrifort
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 12.90
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Who dreamed up the joy of love? Only the God we share".
"Who created a flower to bloom, Who designed a prayer.
This perfectly beautiful thought comes from "The Great-
est of These is Love", which was given us at the Co-Ette
Graduation Dinner by the very kind and ever thoughtful Elder
ir T. Hunt, who was a Guest of Honor at the dinner and who
gave the blessing w-or the occasion.
Not content to rest on past laurels the Co-Ettes are always
striving o broaden themselves and bring worhwhile programs
to the community and now their Graduation Dinner of 1966
goes down in splendid historq. Speaker for this auspious occasion .
was the ever eloquent Judge Ben L. Hooqs and Special Guest oft
Honor was the dynamic Governor Frank G. Clement.
. The dinned was held in the Georgian Room of the Sheraton-
Peabody with its paneled walls vihich lent an air of formality
to the occasion.
The Chief Executive of the State was quite complimentary
in his remarks about the Co-Ettes and especially so about
Patricia Simjson who is a most articulate speaker. Her proud
mother Mrs. 'Clara Simpson was on hand to see and hear her
daugther. We were swarmped with calls the next day praising
the young lady for her poise and delivery. The charming young
lady who served as Business Manager for the Co-Ettes was
President of Hamilton High Svhool's Student Council and plans
to attend Southwestern University this Fall. Her faher is James
Simpson who is in the Postal Service, and her mother teaches
at Georgia Avenue Elemental-rt.
I
a- The Governor sent greetings by "Miss Co-Ette" Sharon
is to her father Robert, who was attending a business meet-p
ntl was unable to attend. Her mother was home making
li 
,
y for the after party Sharon hosted for the Co-Ettes and
their dates.
The charming Miss Angela Flowers is rdvisor of the Memp
his Chapter Co-Ette Club, Inc., and we are Sponsor.
Sunday the Clement name was again in the news with his
son Bob entertaining the young citizens of the state with a re-
ception in the Executive Mansion. Some of hose attending that
we know about were Michael. Walter and Frederick Hooks.
Pisiery Withers, Whitter Sengstacke, Jr.. Edward Harris, and
Oelia Little took the soft ball team from St. Thomas Caholic
School. They had already planned to spend the day in Nash-
ville and were pleased to have the opportunity to visit Manse.
Gloria Lindsey, the pleasant one, feted Phyllis Brooks who
was married Saturday afternoon to Willie Bernard Kelly, with
a bathroom shower prior to the wedding of course.
Pink and white made up the color scheme and t'was indeed
beautiful with pink punch, pink and white table cloth, a center
piece of white gladiolus and pink carnations and other fab-
ulous pink and white et ceteras.
Playing bridal shower games at the beautiful Lindsey home
with its posh green carpet were Mrs. Lottie Brooks. mother of
the honoree; her sisters, Mose Yvonne Brooks, Mona Brooks
Parker, Charlotte Brooks Polk, and Maria Pinkstn, Cuida Catch.
mV, Anne Gibson, Katherine Terrell, Margaret Strong, Lillian
14 mond, Sophia Ware, Faye Williams. Alberta Robinson
Klaherine Mayes and Ernestine Cunningham.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Scott on LaClede honored their daugh-
ter Rose Ann, with a Graduation Party on the lawn of their
home. Rose Ann was graduated from Booker T Washington
High School and invited some fifty of her classmates to share
the. occasion but word got around and about seventy-five of'
them showed up for the evening filled with dancing to the latest
"toons" and the frivioulsness of youth.
The Scotts are high in their praise concerning the decorum
of the young people. Anita Perry. a student at Memphis State
University, Katheryn Ivy, a recent LeMoyne College graduate:
*Travel Tips
PLANNING a summer vaca
tion? . ..
Here are the ilmsonite 'fray-
el Bureau's five most important
tips for a happy trip.
I. Build your traveling ward-
robe around a basic color
scheme; choose accessories
that will blend with it. Before
you pack — make a list of all
items you plan to take.
2. Roll lingerie in sets. This
requires less space; eliminates
hunting later for go-togethe:s.
3. Pack heaviest items —
shoes. jewelry box. etc on bot-
tom.
4. Button all buttons; zip all
zippers. Fold garments length-
wise in thirds, place face down-1
wards, alternating so that1
shoulders of one are at one end1
of suitcase and shoulders of
next at other end. Use layers1
of lingerie rolls, sweaters. etc..1
to cushion garments and pre-
vent wrinkles.
S. Choose luggage that is ,
sturdy but lightweight: spacious,
but not bulky. Samsonite SU-1
houette Luggage is made oft
lightweight molded magnesium,
1 ered with scuff and wear-tant vinyl; " has "hidden" that won't pop open of'clothing.
NEED MONEY?
Soh. tsar Problems '
With a Small. Law Cost
Real Estate Loam
60 Flat Nontkly Payments
APOlior.
Cash Ye, Mo.
Paawrs
r
State Savings Bank
12 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
NY TIME 24 HIS. A DAY
it's IOW to
Wren At a kir
Mesdames Van Nelson, Jennie Rawlings and Lillian Crowder
" assisted Mrs. Scott as hostesses.
Rose Ann will attend LeHoyne this fall. The Scotts are
also the parents of a son Eugene who is in the U.S. Air Force
and stationed at Fairchild A.F' B. Spokane, Washington. George,
their youngest son is a senior at Booker T. Washington.
8he Advisory Committee of Children's Bureau honored their
foster boarding parents with a tea recently at the Sarah Brown
YWCA. Thelma Davidson. is Chairman of the committee.
Congrats To: Dr. B. B. Martin, who was honored by his
alma mater isieharry Medical College for fifty years of serv-
ice to the community.
And to Henry Parker, Assistant Professor of Latin at the
State College of Iowa who has written a textbook, "Beginn-
ing Latin" which will used by the college this fall. Henry
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Allen Parker on Waverly and
brother of TSD's girl Friday, Audrey McGhee.
Tao Laurie Sugariness, who has completed studies for her
doctoral degree at John Hopkins University and who with
her children has come home much to the joy of hubby and
dad Russell the attorney.
Feliciations to Mildred Yvonne and Eddie Lee Mitchell
whose marriage was announced by her parents Mr, and Mrs.
Fred Jordan. Yvonne's one of our Honorary Co-Ettes and
is a graduate of Booker T. Washington and attended Ten-
nessee A & I State University. The couple is at home at
902 Staiford.
Heartiest congratulations to all those who rallied to the
cause of the "Meredith Mississippi Marchers", giving their
time, money, blankets, antennae and whatever was needed
and could be supplied. Many Memphians have also joined
the march which is described as a "rewarding experience".
Visitors: Helorna McFall was here last week from Chicago
visiting her aunt and uncle Mattie and Whittier Sengstacke.
Helen and Archie McAfee were in town last week from
their home in Oklahoma City visiting friends and relatives.
Courtesies were extended by Zerbia Peacock, Velma Lois
Jones, Emma Jean Turner and Thelma Jennings.
The McAfees came to Memphis enroute to their new home
in San Francisco, Calirornia.
Coach Julian Bell of Lane College was in town over the
week-end stopping at the Sheraton
-Peabody. He was seen
around with TSD writer Nat Williams.
Allen Carter from Huntsville, 'Alabama was here last week
graduate of Morehouse College in Atlanta where Juanita
visiting Mrs. Omar Robinson and her family. He is a June
was graduated from Spelman also this June.
Travelers H.: Mildred and Onzie Horne drove up to Carle-
ton College in Northfield, Minnesota to get their son Onzie
Jr., who has completed his frosh year as class president
and also disc jockey for a local radio station. His little
brother Merrick was disappointed because he didn't stay
home long before returning for summer school.
Vera and Gerald Howell are combining business with
pleasure. Gerald Fad to go out to Loi Angeles for his com-
pany Universal Life and Vera, Lynne and Rae went along
for the fun. Also going for the good times were Valtina
and Wendell Robinson cousin of the Howells.
Tillie Whalum is home after attending the Family Service
of America Institute in Blue Ridge at Black Mount, North
Carolina
And Mrs. L. H. Twigg has motored to Queens Long Island,
New York to visit her daughter and son-in-law and their
little one, Clara Ann, George and Cheryl Ann. Driving his
mother "Tippy" who's a senior at Meharry and will spend
the summer externing in Buffalo, New York.
Mrs. H. D. Whalum flew up to Plainfield, New Jersey to
vistit her daughter Rose Marie, her son in law. Mickey and
her grandchild "Slugger".
TSD Editor McCann L. Reid, his wife Cora and daughter
Kim have taken to the open road and are on their way East
where they will stop off in D. ('. and take a VIP tour of the
White House courtesy of Congressman George Grider.
And Walterine and John Outlaw are back after a glorious
trip to Mexico where John chaperoned his Social Studies
Club of Carver High Mrs. D. Brack and Mrs. J. .1. Black. 
shirewere also chaperones. Sallie Bartholomew and Louise
Ward went along for the fun. John celebrated his natal day
while on the trip and was feted with a poolside party at the
Plaza Motel in Houston Texas.
Hints for
Homemakers
INEZ KAISER
June is berating out all over—and so are
many of us ... as we discovered at our reg-
ular bridge luncheon the
other day.
Some of the ladies were
saying that it was a tight
squeeze getting into last
summer's clothes . which
brought up that"inevitable"
subject...the "diet." It was
my pleasure to introduce
them to a diet that offered
limited restrictions and included dessert
yes, dessert-served with LUCKY WHIP.
LUCKY WHIP is the new dessert top-
ping mix that tastes as luscious as real
whipped cream. It comes in a box and stays
fresh until you need it. LUCKY WHIP
swirls and tastes as delicious as real whipped
cream, but has half the calories and costs
much less.
After I had finished, we all had a delight-
ful time discussing many intere,ting ways
to serve LUCKY WHIP and many fancy
desserts that could be whipped up quickly
and easily.
Thanks to Lever Brothers, it was a "grand-
slam" afternoon for everyone. They all de-
cided that LUCKY WHIP would be burst-
ingout all over their shelves for days to come.
Happiness to a June
bride is having beautiful
Hummer sunshine for
her wedding day. And
happiness to a June
groom is being proud of
his beautiful, secure
and cool bride-to-be.
Well, no matter what the weather or how
"beautiful," "secure" and "cool" a June
bride may be-she needs lasting deodorant
protection. She has far too many things on
her mind without having to worry about
perspiration.
In my travels, I often am engaged to
speak to brides-to-be, and I urge them to
take precautions in their choice of deodor-
ant soap. That's why I always recommend
LIFEBUOY- the 38-hour deodorant soap.
LIFERUOY has a marvelous new fra-
grance. and it contains a lot of deodorant -
SO% more than ever before.
Another advantage of LIFEBUOY is that
it's gentle . . . very important to a June
bride. In fact, it's important to all of us.
So. whether you're a June bAde, a June
groom or a "senior citizen." try LIFE-
WJOY I You'll understand what happiness
is shit.
“Flower beds of ease" is the prediction for
summer fashions this year, as well as a good
description for a new washday discovery,
COLD WATER "all". In order to look your
best, you will want to keep those beautiful
floral creations their loveliest and colors
their brightest.
Have you ever experienced colors in your
clothes fading more and more every time
they are washed? Chances are, hot water is
to blame as it can be really hard on colors.
That is why it is smart to play it safe with
COLD WATER "all". It washes hot-water-
clean, yet is cold-water-safe.
Colors in those f ahulous sum-
mer fashions will be so much
safer . will not fade, run or
streak as they can in hot water.
New permanent-press fabrics
come out smoother and more
wrinkle-free, too. COLD WA-
TER "all" really cuts down on
the ironing, leaving you free to
flounce through summer, a
flowering, fair maiden living
on flower beds of ease.
Remember, COLD WATEt
"all" is unconditionally guar-
anteed by Lever Brothers. Be
sure to get several bottles next
time you shop. It makes laun-
dering so much easier!
• • •
This is the age of miracles! At least my
neighbor is a firm believer! Just yesterday,
she called to tell me about her son.
Paul is a normal 12-year-old who consist-
ently "forgets" to brush his teeth. His
mother asked me one day if I had to plead
with my son to brush his teeth regularly.
"Not since we discovered STRIPE," I re-
plied. "Ricky brushes his teeth and likes it."
Well, my next-door neighbor told me yes-
terday, "You must know-we had a miracle
happen in our household. Paul enjoys brush-
ing his teeth, and I don't have to nag him
any more."
"It's no miracle," I told her. "It's just
that Lever Brothers made brushing teeth
a fun job when they invented STRIPE."
Why don't you give STRIPE a try?
One tube will convince your children that
there's a real kick in brushing their teeth.
And adults get a kick out of brushing with
STRIPE, too.
Oh, yes, my neighbor tells me her whole
family uses STRIPE now. "It makes me feel
younger." sh•
said, "and that's
a real miracle.*
Ste:122
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It's Make-Up For
The `You' Look
The new look in make-up is brown for brunettes and green-
the Yon look — absolutely na- eyed redheads) just along the
tural, only prettier. crease, then finger-blend down
That's the beauty word for over the lid.
teen-age girls. Suggested are
eye shadow in a neutral or pas-
tel color, eyeliner to match
lashes, a touch of mascara, a
tel color, eyeliner to match
lashes, a touch of mascara, a
dusting of powder and blusher
over a protective film of foun-
dation, and a soft accent of lip-
stick.
EYE SHADOW in a pastel,
color should be applied lightly
and evenly over the lid but not
above the crease line.
To play up blue eyes use
gray-blue shadow, for green or
hazel-green eyes use turguoise,1
and for hazel-brown eyes use'
hazy green.
• • •
Apply neutral tones of sha.-;
dow (gray or light brown for
blondes and fair redheads,
^
EYELINER should be drawn
so close it looks like part of the
lashes, and never on the lower
lid or extended out beyond the
corners of the eyes.
• • *
BLUSHER may be used on
cheeks or all over - especially
sunburn in the spring.
Blondes should use pink
blusher only, green-eyed red-
heads peach only, and every-
body else can use either de-
pending on clothes color: peach
with orange or red, pink with!
pastels.
FOUNDATION, in a skin-
matching color, is topped by
translucent powder.
LIPS, to look finished, should
have a soft accent of natural
color or sheen.
Sun-Fun Surfers
The newest teen swimsuits or even a long sarong-wrap
ride the surfer wave - in skirt.
bright Hawaiian florals, deli- COOL MINIATURE PRINTi "1"'""""
cate miniature prints or band suits, in white on a blue or bur-•
ed "pro look" solids, gundy background, can take
That's the fashion message, shelter under matching zip-
which features variations on
that famous surfer look: two-
piece swimsuits with bra tops
and "trunk" bottoms, often ac-
cented by white banding, wax
Don't
defrost
lids
bottle.
Simply pour,
serve and
watch the
party thaw out!
front jackets with long gathered
sleeves and white trimming.
SOLID COLOR omits swim
with the pro look, in leather-
effect nylon or cotton twill Coy.
pockets and lacing. er-ups with the same feeling
VIVID JUNGLE PRINT surf- range from a transparent vinyl
er suits go ashore with match- with black binding to a white,
mg jammies (above-the-knee poncho printed with surf lingo,
pants inspired by pajama hot- SEAWORTHIES — water-re-
toms), jellies (same kind of 'pellent jackets or parkas —
pants, but ending in a ruffle), take over when teens switch
Cheery Greetings to Ben Blankey, newly elected President
of the Tennessee Federation of Democratic League who is
confined to Bowld Hospital, and Wilma Campbell wbo's at
Clara Hobson who's at Baptist.
We were real pleased to hear from George Hardin harmer ;
TSD writer who is in the Public Relations Department at
North Carolina College who commended our features, "Man
In the News" and Woman of the Week."
Ps Am itatlet SPOTS I,'
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Pelt Newlyweds
With Rose Petals
Throw rice at the departiog
bride and bridegroom, and the
newlyweds may throw back
rocks - if they subscribe to
the what's "in" and what's
"out" at today's nuptials.
Rice throwing is out and so
is some of the tradidional wed-
ding music.
What's in? Pre-packaged rose
petals instead of rice, and sym-
phonies and concerts t9 name
a few.
The authority for the chang-
ing wedding scene is Ralph
Stuart. a Bostonian whose mu-
sicians play for 500 weddings a
year.
Stuart _compiled some of the
changes he's noticed, gleaned
from weddings from Palm
Beach to Boston to Chicago.
- It is ultra chic to play
classical music other than the
standard scores. Stuart said
that at a recent wedding in
Boston, he was asked to play
"Concerto in A Minor" by Ed-
ward Grieg when the couple
strolled up the aisle.
WIG HOSPITAL for expert
Weaving & Repairing
, s . 
„ Cleaning & Stylingi .i ••ii
 s 41, ‘. i
.. , Cutting & Thinningv
Tinting & Dyeing
TRADE YOUR OLD WIG IN ON A NEW ONE - LIBERAL TRADE IN ALLCWANCES.
CALL AND LET'S TALK ABOUT YOUR WIG PROBLEMS.
HOURS: 10:00 A.M. - 5:30 P.M. Mon., Thur., Fri., Sat.
10:00 A.M. - 7:00 P.M. Tues. and Wed.
OPEN LATER BY APPOINTMENT
Sales & Fitting
THE SMART SHOP RETAILWHOLESALE
582 VANCE PHONE 527-5425
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Stars For 'Hurry'
Producer
-director Otto Prem-
Inger has drawn upon the legit-
imate theater and network tele-
vision for feature players t o
complete the casting of "Hur-
ry Sundown," which he i
filming entirely on location in
Louisiana, for release by Para-
mount Pictures.
Joining a cast headed b y
Michael Caine, Jane Fonda,
Diahann Carroll, John Phillip
Law, Faye Dunaway, Robert
Hooks and Burgess Meredith,
Ii Robert Reed, star of tele-
vision's long-time hit, "The De-
fenders," who will play Finch.
Icy, an earnest young lawyer.
Madeline Sherwood, acclaim-
ed for her performances in the
plays of Tennessee Williams,
will play Eula Purcell, a doting
Southern mother.
George Kennedy, Loring
Smith, Donna Denton, Doro
Merande and Rex Ingram, and
juvenile leads Steve Sa n d era,
John Mark and Luke Askew
complete the list of featured
players in the Panavision and
color attraction.
"Hurry Sundown" is based
on the best-selling novel b y
K. B. Gilden.
Year-after-year. ..you'll see
your favorite Sports best
on a magnificent
g n =vox
23" BIG SCREEN TV*
Shown on optional T-226 mobile cart
Enjoy every thrilling play
...on this Magnavox 280 sq. in. big-screen TV—that's
priced no more than small-screen portables of other
makes! Automatic Fine Tuning always "remembers.'
to keep each channel perfectly tuned. Three IF Stage
Chassis (not just 2) with Automatic Picture and Sound
Stabilizers (Keyed AGC) pulls-in even "difficult" stations
with amazing clarity and stability. Model 1-1300 in
several decorative colors—telescoping dipole antenna.
12" Personal TV*
°all screen
sizes are
diagonal
measure
only
89°
Compact and lightweight
... this beautiful Magnavox "powerhouse" will bring
you clearer, sharper, steadier pictures than you've
ever seen from a portable! Has 71 sq. in. screen,
Automatic Picture and Sound Stabilizers (Keyed AGC),
telescoping antenna, convenient Channel Selector Win-
dow, highest reliability Magnavox Bonded Circuitry plus
earphone for private listening, tool Model 1-U114 in
several beautiful colors.
Tiny 8-Transistor FM/AM Radio
...brings you fine
music or
sports events
wherever you go!
Enjoy beautiful nolse-free
FM music and sparkling AM
listening—practically any-
where! Model 2-FM806, with
telescoping antenna, is only
41/2' H; in gleaming Black.
Complete with battery, ear-
phone, and convenient
leather carrying cases.
only
9995
COME IN TODAY—see our widest selection $995
of Magnavox Radios ... from only
BARBER-STANSBURY WEDDING PARTY
. . is shown following the wedding cere-
mony uniting Miss Lucy Barber and Mark-
ham Stansbury in holy matrimony at the
St. Carrie Baptist Church Saturday, June 4,
1966. Front row left to right are Mrs. Car-
rie Harris, Miss Rubye Barber, sister of the
bride; Miss Claudine Stansbury, sister of
the groom; Gladys Jones, flower girl; Eric
Strickland, ring bearer; Miss Peggy Wal-
ler, Mrs. Irene Robinson, sister of the bride
and Miss Johneila Barber, sister of the
bride. Second row left to right aro Clarence
Earl Withers, Paul Barnes, Waynes Jeffries,
Deatris Barber, Sr., father of the bride;
Mrs. Freddie Peeples, matron of honor; Mr.
and Mrs. Markham Stansbury, the bride
and groom; Myles Wilson, best man; Lee
Williams, George Williamson, Robert Tay-
lor, Robert Barber, brother of the bride and
standing back row is Dr. S. H. Herring who
performed the ceremony.
Star Loses To Tarzan' For TV
HOLLYWOOD — Rafer John-1
son, U. S. Olympics champion,
has finally met his match —
Tartan!
Johnson, who won a gold
medal in the decathlon during
the 1960 Olympic Games i n
Rome, portrays a jungle bad-
man in "The Prodigal Puma"
episode of the NBC Television
Network's "Tarzan" series
which premieres this fall.
Johnson as Spandrel!, w h o
tangles with Tarzan, is des-
cribed in the script as " a fine
athlete, intelligent, well • bred,
despite a penchant for violenee
and crime."
"Spandrell." said Johnson
further, "was raised in the
jungle. He's a jungle tribesman
who left his primitive surround-
ings some years ago to acquire
an education in America. He
learned the language and all
the worst aspects of civiliza-
tion. Despite his sense of hum-
RAFER JOHNSON
"When I was student body.
president at UCLA I became
interested in the 1,000 interna-
tional students on campus," he
explained. "I enjoyed helping
them."
He is still working for the
program. He's on two athletic
commissions for the U.S. State
Department and will speak and
that people do more," he said.
"If we hope to make relations
between people any better, it
travel for the Peace Corps.
"I think it's very important
will take the work of a lot of
people, average, ordinary peo-
ple."
Meantime be continues t o
pursue his acting career which
began after the Olympics with
or, he's a vicious, avariciots
man."
On location in Bi'azil for the
episode, Johnson was still ob-
viously Johnson when not be-
fore the camera.
He wore his track shoes on
the set "because they're coin-
fortable" and worked out every
day to stay in shape by running
along the beach of Rio de Jane.
iro.
His physical prowess stood
him in good stead when he had
to fight a 250-pound puma in
a river scene.
"I just threw Min around in
the water a little," Johnson
smiled. "He clawed me but I
had on two pairs of pants and
he only went through the outer
pair. I wasn't worried because
the puma was more concerned
about drowning than fighting.
He was just trying to get out
of the water."
guy," Johnson Is a "good guy."
Until December 1965 Johnson
was West Coast director of the
People • to • People Program.
East End Flower
Club Elects
Officers At Meet
• 
The East End Flower club
held its regular monthly meet-
ing at the home of Mrs. Lillian
Bowles of 852 Hamilton st. re-
cently, with Mrs. Mary Allen
as the co-hostess.
At an earlier meeting, offi-
TAP PAPPLIANCE & FURNITURE C . cers Lot the club were electedat a meeting in the home of0
Mrs Angie Campbell with Mrs.
Walker Home Center Ioss Dean u ealioataaa.
2111 /*Reboil Rd. PH 397-7507 Some officers were re-elected
Ito positions thew sire* held.
Come See Our Complete Lin
Of Furniture from 12 Noon
To 8:00 P. M.
a 20th Century Fox contract
and movies incitding "The Pi
rates of Tortuga," "Wild in the
Country," a n d "Fier rest
Heart." He also appeared in
two "Tarzan" features for Sy
Weintraub, executive producer
of the TV series, filmed b y
Banner Productions.
While in Brazil, Johnson
made several appearances at
the request of the U. S. State
Department, not as Refer the
actor but as Refer the athlete.
"I try to help the kids where-
ver I go," he explained. "Kids
at home grow up with a foot-
ball, down there it's soccer.
Every kid I've seen in the
world has something to kick
around — they need it."
10
ruberBR'6"-T2"1"51
APPLIANCE &
FURNITURE CO- °Ty 14,141* tilbuirdYP •
1348 POPLAR AVENUE S.M" "f c"te"rifor ow 23 yawl.
Corner if Pop:ar •nd Cleveland
pay later
AIR CONDITIONER
• 7quiet-maker features
• Furniture styled! With
hardwood fronts ••—
in walnut finish.
• Famous Norge quai;fy.
pependablo year after
year. 1 Wolf Mal. Arrangementsfor your Electric Wirne,Installation and combineLeo one Easy Payment.NO MONEY DOWNFIRST PAYMENTin JUNE1
Years fromnow yooll be glad it's
NJ0
HUNTER
WINDOW
10 FANS
$12! Per Week 4s
1st PAYMENT IN JULY
,LIVING O $7095
suITE I 7 .
3PIECE
.1 ROOM $2888
SUITE
MATTRESSES,,
14etehIet $7995
Spring.
•
Penmore
isn't .
expensive
bourbon...
...it just tastes that way.
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill In the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to yen weekly.
YOUR NAME..
Address 
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Teenage
Mother's name 
Number of papers wanted weekly—.
litirlane 500
G.T. SPECIALS
HARDTOPS SALE!
At A Special Low Price
For Fairlane's Sale. of -the Year
ONLY . . . .
If you want to do à4 r”, own shifting. the 4-red
far toe. hiriaert's opuonal Cogged naineel trasenien
don (aveilabie with V-I',) Nay rrechrewiwil with
higher emericel ratio in first gear. Gives bet tabled
true goading Wart floor-moaneN1 Wit lawr his pod.
tire reveres-gear lockout.
FAIRLANES
2095
•
Brew with is Nam Mk le sow
Crui.8-04144 Midi mint
did pordinglotaisie
shift lower WI is ig seihip11111 am. SW
rx) mod Ws Nish or Dabs (0); Pi billesommli
*Ms. *spay aree kw es Dan add pa
FAIRLANIS FAIIRLAIRES
Finance Plan To Fit Everyone's Pocket
$000
J / DOWN
$5000
/ PER MONTH
A Limit Amount For Special Sale - So . . .
Come out to Herff on.Summer today —It will 0*.
take a minute to make your deal!
BETTER BUY Al'
HERFF FORD
2430 SUMMER AVE. 458-1151.
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Ability to speak alio:VOW tother ability and pottalSality
win are the ingredients whichlher speech teacher inn cciach.
a young Memphis high schooli;at Hamilton High School Rev
student is using to advance her w, A. Suggs, himself known as
ambitions to obtain a college a dynamic speaker.
degree in psychology and
Speech. Reverned Suggs decided to
'see what could be done to help
She is Miss Doris Peete. SIND Miss Peete realize her ambi-
won the Elks Oratorical City- tion to attend college. He had
wide contest in iremptis dlvsa
ing the Spring, then went to her winning speech printed
Nashville to ,compete in thelin pamphlet form. Then he ac-
statewide Elks contest. She lost eompanied Miss Peete in speak-
by one point. She made such ing engagements before church
a n impression, however, unti congregations and other groups.
people all over the state,praised Copies of the pamphlet were
her and encouraged her to keep sold to members of the audi-
up her oratorical activities. ence. The reception has been
Even more enthusiastic over "most encouraging" according
Memphis Girl Wins Contest Realtor Sees 'Harm' In Rights Bill
Fishing Licenses Explained
By Enforcement Agency
News of practical benefit to
all persons who like to fish
and do fish in Tennessee, was
issued last week by the En-
forcement Division of the Ten-
nessee Game and Fish Com-
miss.4m.
II recent news release the
Enforcement Division explained
fishing license requirements. It
included such information as:
Fishermen who obtain per-
mission to fish in a private
lake are also required to have
a state fishing license provided
they are fishing with ninnows
or artificial bait or if they are
fishing outside their home coun-
ty.
Children under 16 years of
age, residents fishing in their
home counties with natural or
cut bait. (anything except min-
nows and artificial bait) own-
ers and tenants of farm land
and their dependent children
fishing on land where they re- I
sift' and military personel on
leave, when carrying a copy of
the orders, are not required to
have a fishing license.
Free sport hunting and fish-
ing licenses are issued on re-
quest to residents of Tennessee
65 or more years of age; to
resident veterans certified by
the Veterans Administration to
80 per cent disabled by reason
of war service and residents of
Tennessee who are certified to
be blind.
One trotline of 100 hooks or
less may be used by a holder
of a sport fishing license. One
trotline of.50 hooks or less may
be 80 per cent disabled by reason
those fishing in their county of
residence with natural bait (ex-
cept minnows). Jug or block
fishing is defined as being a
type of trotline fishing.
Following resident fishing li-
censes and permits are availa-
ble from most county court
clerks, boat dock operators and
sporting goods stores: Combina-
tion annual hunting and sport
fishing, $5.00: One-day sport
fishing . . . 50e; Trout stamp,
$2.00; Daily game and fish
managed 1 a k e permit, .75c;
Non-resident permits are avai-
lable as follows: Three-day
sport fishing license, $1.50; Ten-
day sport fishing license, $2.00.
Giving false information is a
misdemeanor.
Members of the Bluff City
Junior Chamber of Commerce
are completing plans for their
5th annual Fishing Rodeo for
children, slated to be held on
July 9. 1966 on Barbee's Lake,
located at 5108 Horn Lake Road.
Any children, boys and girls,
between the ages of six andi
fourteen years are admitted to
participation in the rodeo.
There will not be an entry fee.
All children between these ages'
are urged to participate by I
the Jaycees. Prizes will be
awarded. These include a bicy-
cle as a first prize for a boy
or girl. Many other prizes will
be given away.
All children are asked to
bring their own fishing equip-
ment and bait. Parents may
even help them with a little
parental advice during the ro-
deo.
Nix Black Racism,
Nabrit Tells Grads
WASHINGTON, D. E. — One
of the nation's leading Negro
citizens has called upon mem-
bers of his race to reject the
increasing appeals for "black
nationalism," declaring that integration begins to appear on
hatred and racism have no the horizon "
place in the Negro's struggle The former civil nghts law-
for equality. 2.(fr said that be could not un-
The advice came from Dr- derstand why many Negroes
James M. Nabrit, Jr., U. S. are embittered by the slow
permanent deputy represents' progress toward equality. "But
tive to the United Nations. der- os underssand this is not to
ing a commencement address! agree with it Frustrated and
at Howard University. where he bittez, disillusioned and skepti-
is on leave as president. teal =ell do foolish and violent
Speaking to a crowd of some things.- he added
9,500 persons, including 1,401
graduates, Dr. Nabrit said that
now is not the time for the Ne-
gro to turn his back on Amer-
ica "at the very moment when
e'Any building I design will have
beauty and function, but always
with the human touch...
that's a must",
The gin I buy is London Dry.
Gordon's. It's always brisk,
dry and smooth...To me.
Gordon's is a must",
•
nra,n• Jonti Af A , A,CP•111C, ant 010.9.11.9 111014
'" ,7* Chombia Of CanololWar di las•Vert Averseretraterreeetereee Lon treseerr
016110Ws Get Crated
411" 1.04170r, En9141"d l9
5Vs the anew so". Engfarld
America and the world
mom VASA ises NOM SPOTS KRIM FIRM CIMI us Puss WINN'S MY ONO .171..11116611.11.
to Reverend Suggs. Reverend
Suggs points out that Miss Peete
comes of "humble origin" and
needs help in order to further
her education. He is helping her
in getting speaking engage-
ments and in the distribution
of her speech which is entitled
"Martin Luther King, The Ne-
gro, And the Constitution".
has stated that copies of the
pamphlet and speaking engage-
ments may be arranged by
writing to Rev. W. A. Suggs,!
2392 Rozelle St.. Memphis. or
by contacting Miss Pete at Oil
Kerry Avenue.
Lt. G. W.1 Lee Grand Corn.
mission of Education of the
By STEVEN GERSTEL back rather than improve race states.
United press International relations. The subcommittee opened its
W HINGTON (UPI The Alan L. Emlen, a Philadelphia 
second week of bearings on the
AS )—
National Association of Real
Estate Boards (NAREB) con-
tended that the open housing
real estate bsoker, testified be-
fore the Senate Constitutional
Rights Subcommittee as spokes-
man for the NAREB. The as-
provision of President Johnson's sociation claims more than 83,-
new civil rights bill would setI000 member realtors in all 50
Elks, an organization that pro-
vides scholarships for many
worthy students, has indicated
an interest in Miss Peete's
speaking ability. He has been in-
strumental granting scholar-
ships to scores of youths over
the nation.
Miss Pete lives with her un-
cle and aunt. Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Odell Hunt. She is a
member of the Golden Leaf
Baptist Church, where she is
a member of the Youth Choir.
administration's proposals to
outlaw discrimination in sale or
rental of all types of housing,
ban segregation in federal and
state juries, make attacks on
civil rights workers a federal
crime, and to allow the govern-
ment to file desegregation suits
against schools and public fa•
citifies.
While realtors renewed thesir
opposition to the housing sec-
tion of the bill, a civil rights
and the owners of rental pro.
leader endorsed the full pack-
age although urging that the
isection on protecting civil rights
workers be broadened.
Roy Wilkins, NAACP execu-
tive director, said in a state-
ment that provision be made to
Indemnify persons whose race
resulted in injury while they
were pursuing efforts to obtain
racial justice.
In his attacks on the housing
section, Emlen said realtors
were "not here in the interests
of the segregationists but in
the interest of the homeowner
petty.
"We are convinced that the
cause of improved race rela-
tions will be retarded, not en-
hanced, by the enactment of
this measure," Emlen said. "In
every case where a similar law
has been submitted to a referen-
dum of the people, it has been
overwhelmingly rejected."
Insisting t h e open-housing
proposal i s unconstitutional,
Emlen said no citizen has "the
right to acquire property from
another citizen who does not
wish to sell it to him, regard-
less of the reason."
All work done by skilled mechanics using top
quality parts and modern precision equipment.
Cleaned, Inspect & Repack
Both Front Bearings
Shopping
Confer
Park & Mt.
Morita&
0355/4 DAILY
• .1. ie o ,-
fmrt, jIll 7 p
• Replace old linings an shoes
with Firestone Bonded Linings'
• Inspect drums, hydraulic system,
return springs and grease seals
GUARANTEED
10,000 MILES
OR
ONE YEAR
GUARANTEED
20,000 MILES
OR
TWO YEARS
GUARANTEED
30,000 MILES
OR
THREE YEARS
Above are installed exchange prices for Ford, Dodge. Chevrolet,
Plymouth and American compacts. Other cars .slightly higher.
We guarantee our brake relining service for the specified number of miles
and years from date of installation. Adjustments prorated on mileage and
based on prices current at time of adjustment.
We'll adjust your
brakes for full
contact to drums,
add brake fluid
and repack front
wheel bearings.
Get safer, easier
steering and
longer tire life
for only
Priced as shown at Firestone Stores; competitively priced at Firestone Dealers and at all service stations displaying the Firestone sign.
FIRESTONE COUPON
Choose from many ladies' and men's
styles ... pagodas, florals, prints,
slim styles, self openers, plain,
transparent, cased, etc.
# 747 Additional
WITH THIS COUPON
WUTI4
2211 S. iollevuo
Ph. 146-4711
Open Doily
1 A.M. to
73111 P.M.
Limit 3 per customer
at this price.
Additional balls $1.00 each
For Motorist, Sportsman
and Homeowner
77 C Limit TwoAdditional $1.49 each
Features reversible 6g-inch flexible
metal spout and deluxe plastic vent.
Metallic red with yellow trim.
Tirestotte
DLic -100 New Treads
DS ON SOUND TIRE BODIES OR ON YOUR OWN TIRES
Plus 37¢ to Fed. Excise
tax per tire, depending on
size, and 4 trade-in tires
of same size off your car
II Y SIZE WHITEWALLS orBlackwalls in stock.
Same tread design and tread quality as new
Firestone 1966 original equipment tires
FREE PARKING —MONTHS TO PAY — NO DOWN PAYMENT
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For many years, generations probably, baseball
has called itself "The National Pastime." The claim,
at the beginning, certainly wasn't fraudulent. And,
today, it may still be true. But, in violation of one of
Satchel Paige's most-often-quoted bits of advice, it is
now seriously suggested that baseball take a backward
look, because pro football may be catching-up with it.
I love baseball. From age six, when a player
whose name I've long forgotten saw me watching a
game and gave me a ball, it's been my favorite sport.
But truth to tell, I've seen many long,
drawn-out baseball games in recent
years which, as a fan, left me under-
thrilled. All those 1 to 0, 2 to 1, and 3 to
2 games the Los Angeles Dodgers mash-
ed on me after they discovered, or de-
cidc.d, that Koufax and Drysdale pitch-
ing and Maury Wills running was all
there was to the game, and cuss out the
home runs which, with and .after Babe
Ruth made the game what it was, left
a. a. youna me slightly chilled. CONTROVERSY is
the essence of sports. ACTION is a full brother. End-
less rounds of goose-eggs, hurled by K00000000fax
over a three-hour period aren't necessarily invigora-
ting.
Proof of the fact that baseball's claim to the sta-
tus of National Pastime is _tarnished is found in the
feverish efforts of recent to prove that it STILL IS
the National Pastime. Baseball's hired publicists have
found it necessary to produce proof largely because
pro football has been- growing so fast and talking so
loud. While it is true that baseball dominates the
sports news from half of April to approximately half
of October, give or take a few days, it is equally true
that numerous baseball games leave their patrons
bored, attract pitifully few live fans in the biggest
towns; except for integration, organized baseball
hasn't had a great idea in ages; most efforts at top-
flight showmanship in the game are ruled out (re-
member Bill Veeck?), and but for nomadic tendencies,
which were thought to be "bush league" when Negro
league teams practiced them, major league baseball,
as it was known as late as the 50s, after integration
had made it whole, would now be dead.
Whether baseball people like it or not, the guys in
pro football are more progressive than they are. The
recent pro football merger proves that. Baseball peo-
ple are still trying to make a right out of the terrible
wrong that is the Milwaukee Mess. They permitted
their most-profitable club, the Brooklyn Dodgers, to
skip a town at the whim of an owner. They kayoed
Branch Ricke'y's third-major-league logic, preferring
instead to establish such weak-sisters as the New
York Mets, Houston Astros, Los Angeles Angels and
the new Washington Senators. While the once-proud
New York Yankees are sometimes embarrassed now
with crowds in the 3,000S td-TranitectbasebaIl attempts
to equate a John Birch town called Anahei:11 with the
nation's most important city.
Meanwhile, pro football continues to grow. On a
given Sunday, it claims fans' full attention for nine
hours, because there is action. The recent merger set
up such living rivalries as those between the New
York Giants and New York Jets, Oaklanti Raiders and
San Francisco 49ers, San Diego Chargers and Los An-
geles Rams. Ernie Ladd signs a $541,000 contract and
he's got the money with the mere responsibility of
playing less than 72 games. Willie Mays has a $250,-
000 contract. But for that, he's supposed to play at
least 324 championship contests.
Architect Featured In
Distinguished Series
The Gordon's Dry Gin com-
pany is highlighting the ac-
complishments of a series of
prominent Negroes in a current
advertising campaign. The ad-
vertisements are appearing in
this and other newspapers and
national magazines.
W, Fontaine Jones, disting-
uished architect and consultant
in the architectural field, is one
of the featured subjects.
It is not surprising that Mr.
Jones was selected. He is an
eminently successful architect,
lecturer, writer and devotes
much of his time and energy
to community affairs and giv-
ing guidance to aspiring young
architects.
SERVED IN WAR
Mr. Jones' career interests
began In college at Pennsyl-
vania State — where his un-
usual abilities won him three
Senatorial scholarships and the
Senior Class Prize. He served
as an officer during World War
II following special training in
the Engineering School at Fort
Belvoir, Va. and then continued
his studies at Columbia School
of Architecture, where he
earned the degree of Bachelor
of Architecture and won thel
Lowenfish Memorial Thesis I
Prize,
Mr. Jones was awarded two
unusual fellowships to study in
Latin America and during his
trip there he gave approxi-
mately 200 lectures in Spanish
to various business, social and
professional groups and to sev-
eral universities. His study in
Latin America led him to a
great interest in architecture in
countries south of the border
and as a result, he is registered
Ifor professional services with
the Consulate Generals' offices
of the following countries: Co-
lumba, Equador, Peru, Bon-
via, Chile, Argentina, Brazil,
Venezuela and Haiti.
freauent contributor to
Margisumes rea newspapers the
broadness of his interests shows
up in the titles of some of his
widely read and influential ar-
ticles: "Down with Ugliness,"
"Art in Architecture," "Creat-
ing Off-Broadway Theatres."
CIVIC DUTIES
W. Fontaine Jones is natural-
ly deeply concerned with hous-
ing problems in his home city
of New York and plays an ac-
tive role as secretary, Park
West Nsighborhood Association
and Chairman of the Housing
Committee. He also serves as
member of the Community
Planning Board No. 7 in the
Borough of Manhattan; mem-
ber of the Advisory Council
and Executive Committee, the
Committee for a Friends World
College in New York and Chair-
man of the Board, West Side
Chamber of Commerce of New
York City.
Mr. Jones has demonstrated
that dedication to his ideals has
achieved the goals set for him-
self. He expresses his objec-
tives simply — "Any building
I design will have beauty and
function., but always with the
human touch ... that's a
must." When he relaxes, Mr.
Jones enjoys a drink with
friends. His brand decision is
just as carefully made. He said,
"The gin I buy is London Dry.
and smooth ... To me, Gor-
don's is a must."
Steelers Bold LadJune Pick
Release
Johnson
PITTSBURGH —(UPI)-- The
Pittsburgh Steelers announced
the release of veteran fullback
John Henry Johnson Tuesday.
Steelers vice president Dan
Rooney said Johnson was sign-
ed for the 1966 season but ex-
pressed dissatisfaction with his
contract in a recent letter.
"The letter had a general
tone of discontent," Rooney
said.
ERNIE TERRELL, WBA heas‘weight hosing champion,
displays his musical talents as he plays and sings at a Haus-
- ton night club. His favorite song "Let It Be Me" may not
be popular with challenger Doug Jones.
An 11-year National Football
League veteran, Johnson was
drafted by the Steelers in 1953
but elected to play that year
with the Calgary Stampeders in
the Canadian League.
The rugged 6-foot-2, 215-pound
fullback joined the San Fran-
cisco 49'ers the following year
and played in the same back-
field with such all-time NFL
greats as Hugh McElhenny and
Joe Perry.
In 1957 Johnson was traded
to Detroit where he rushed for
621 yards to help spearhead the
Lions to the NFL championship.
Three years later, he was trad-
ed again to the Steelers.
Johnson enjoyed two of his
finest seasons after joining the
Steelers, twice rushing for more
 than 1,000 in a season.
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
Wheatley Stable's Bold Lad,
winner of four straight races
after a knee operation, was the
only unanimous selection in the
June poll of racing secretaries
released Tuesday by the Tho-
roughbred Raclnk Associations.
Bold Lad topped Native Diver
and Bold Bidder as the poten-
tial handicap champion among
male horses while 'losmah was
the leading contender among
females. What A Treat a n d
Queen Empress were rated sec-
ond and third.
Native Prince led the 2-year-
old colts with Tumiga second
and Tumble Wind third. Mira
Fenne was the top 2-year-old
fillies ahead of Woozem and
Lake Chelan.
Kauai King, the Kentucky
Derby and Preakness Stakes
winner who missed a sweep of
the triple crown when he finish-
ed fourth in the Belmont Stakes,
headed the 3-year-old colts and
geldings.
—Buckpasser, who missed the
triple crown races because of
injury but who now has suc-
cessfully returned to competion,
was rated second. Amberoid,
the Belmont Stakes winner was
third.
Lady Pitt was selected as the'
best 3-year-old filly thus far
this season with Moccasin sec-
ond and Native Street third.
Bucs To Stay In Fla.
PITTSBURGH (UPI) — The
Pittsburgh Pirates announced
Tuesday the club has signed a
one-year contract to train at
Fort Myers, Fla., in 1967.
Memphis' Largest Armstrnreg
Floor Covering Dealer
4,qest dealer Inventory In 1.4,el•Soy41.—
I. Yee don't believe It: corns sey
—PRICES ARE UNBELIEVABLE
2s4 Lodge Pole $tuds Min. 100
276-11' Wu 16* coder 
“559 HM
2x4—.S' Nero 16' No. 3 Y.P. $15 M
Pieces - 
Geed Y.P. docking-3x4 mixed  
s 
$75 IN
1112 Ne. 3 W.P.P. belviug 
$
2x4 reader's leegtb coder 549 M
4x11 1/1-litt h sheetrock S1.3511•429 Mch
No. 1 oak flooriog 1 1/2" S79 M
S59 M
235 lb. roofing-15 yr. bond 
No. 2 oak floering 1 1/2" 
$5.59
418-1/4 plywood. good ern* side  S279
44-1/2 plywood G.0.5.  
. 
S3.79
4:11-1/1 CD roof docklug 
Aseheit tile, brown, 4S ft.• box . 
$3.42.y1d9
S13.95
Out, indoor *Oslo*? carpet 
Birch door units. cismplete 
S3.95
418-1/4 pre-finisited mehog. noel $3.44 S:6:
White seine, Me c sq. ft.
Wood window units, complete 
l 
31.95
$7.95 C
$59.95
Vinyl asbestos tile, 45 ft- bes
Common nails. 1, 12 & 14 peen .
3 pa. bath it (white) eis trim  
New diary, end carry at cash sad carry
prices! No mosey down--book fleeneley op
to 5 years. W. eon also leclude miwy for
We gee beedle your *afire belldiag trawls—If sot In
stock we can get %eel for you at a small besdiluig
charge ... Delivery forms always ertaaged.
HYMAN
1129 FLORIDA
BUILDERS
SUPPLY
948-1644
REG. 73c PER LB.
MEMPHIS LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST 5014 POPLAR (At Mendenhall)
MIDTOWN 1620 MADISON
BREMNER
SALTINES
CRACKERS
2 LIMIT)
Lb. Box 
154
HUMKO
OIL
2 LIMIT
1 48 Oz. 
694
TOILET
Roll Pkg. 
4 3 LIMIT 254
DEL MONTE
CORN
CREAM STYLE
.170z. .
FOR 37
LUCKY LEAF
APPLE JUICE
3 LIMIT 194
QT.
CROSS & BLACKWELL
STEAK SAUCE
51/2 Oz.
KELLOGG'S
CORN
RAKES
" 2 LIMIT
12 Oz.
2 FOR 494
FRED MONTESI
LIQUID
DETERGENTS
GOVERNMENT'
'Ft100 'STAMPS'
FRED MONTESI
OR
SWIFT'S PREMIUM
SLICED
PILLSBURY
FLOUR
BACON FaFRED MONTESI 1.13.106
SWIFT'S PREM LB. I WI
FRED MON I E- SI
With coupon and $5.00 additi•nal purchase, excluding ...._•^Z.
value of coupon merchandise (fr•sit milk products 
-wt.
and tobacco also •xcluded in compliance with •tatern-ase11. 11I
law). One coupon per customer. C • upon •xplres •"--"..
- wit
t.4-'i 
Wednesday Noon. Jun• 29.
„ ...."-A
f di 0 0 40. - FRED Ni*ON T.( SIli 1 pli! A
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Veep To Attend Inauguration
•
WASHINGTON — (UPI) Humphrey's visit at his new -
Vice President Hubert H. Hum-
phrey will head a special U. S.
delegation to the inauguration
of Joaquin Balaguer as presi-
dent at the Dominican Republic
July 1.
President Johnson announced
conference Saturday and at tiv
same time issued a statement
congratulating the Dominican-
for their "free and fair elec-
tions and the massive participa-
tion of the people in them."
OLDSMOBILE
SALE
340 NEW OLDS
To Choose From
Starting at
$2151
ALSO
*****************
* 14 DEMOS *
ALL AIR CONDITIONED
* Tremendous Discount% -4(
-1(
PRYOR OLDS
2525 SUMMER
323-5556
New Subscription Order
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
a
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
TO 
Street Address Zone NA. 
S!ate 
BRILLIAN.T MATCH - . Former Memphian,
Miss Annie Marie Watkins, now of Mont-
gomery Alamama was married to Mr.
Michael Oliver Garraway of Donimica,
British West Indies in Montgomery on June
11, at famed Dexter Avenue Baptist Church,
with her grandfather, Rev. W. L. Varnado,
of Mephis, officiating. The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Levi Watkins.
Mr. Watkins now president of Alabama
State College, I s a former president
of Owen College of Memphis. She is the
holder of a Phi Beta Kappa Key in Mathe-
matics from Northwestern University. The
groom is working on his doctors's degree
in plant pathology at the University of Cal-
ifornia, Berkeley . . where his bride is
also working on her doctorate in mathe-
mans. The couple will resume their studies
after a brief honeymoon.
Memphian Honored At Meharry Medical College
A young Memphis woi tan was
honored during the commence-
ment exercise at Meharry
I'llege last week. She
Hutchings Award for the high-
est scholastic average in dental
hygiene.
Medie; ;' graduate
is Mis ,ry Louise Johnson, of Booker T. Washington High!
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Johnson, 1117 Texas School. She is one of eight
I
Street. children. When asked whether
Miss Johnson is a
apd elsewhere. She hopes.to ac-
cept the offer in Jefferson City,
Missouri, and elsewhere. She
hopes to accept the offer in
Jefferson City, Mo , in order to
be near home.
Safety
Producer Gene Corman
or not she would live in Mern-,Miss Johnson received the ,celled recent plans to film se-!
Metal Arts Award for havi.ng phis to work, she noted that-quences of Universal's "To-
the highest general average for she has not as found a jobibruk" at Malibu Beach. Calif..
the entire course in dental by- opening here, but has received when beach officials advised
giene; and the Roberta Williams offers in California, Missouri, they'd be unable to pro-
tect the set from curious Eas-
ter vacationing teenagers.
LUCKY TIGER-MONEY (AN YOU USE
MORE CASH'
CITY FINANCESWEEPST
Jr
Att.
54131.11
• 4 
-1
,•01"N".. „ •
JetrOtAr
7741-f-C4*-"*b
Win with free Tiger-Money!
Over 15,000  prizes: 15 Ford Mustangs, 50 RCA Victor Color TV Sets, 50
Johnson Outboard Motors, 50 8-mm Bell & Howell Movie Sets, 150 Orrtronics
Car Tape Decks, 750 Rival Electric Knives, 1,000 Thermos Picnic Chests,
1,000 Tyco Road Race Sets and over 12,000 AMF "High-riser" Bicycles!
Enter now! Enter often! All you do is pick up Lucky Tiger.
• Money at any participating Esso station. It's free— no pur-
chase is necessary.
Each bill of Lucky Tiger-Money has a special serial num-
ber printed on it. The winning numbers will be electroni-
cally selected. Then on July 31 a long list of winners will be
available at all participating stations.
We've got a special sweepstakes just for children, too.
Every participating dealer —all over the country —will be
giving away a "high-riser" bike (with Tiger scat and han-
dlevips) to some lucky boy or girl.
41POPYPII•H7 &4VMSI Out. • ogriesiem COMPANY. 1044
There are over 15,000 prizes in all! So come in—get your
Lucky Tiger-Money and register your children for a bike.
And while you're in the station, why not fill up with
High-energy Esso Extra gasoline and "Put a Tiger in Your
Tank!" Happy Motoring./
HUMBLE
OIL S EPINING COMPANY
AMERICAS 6.a/tom** ENSACY COMPANY
v.• 1111W1 voii
• PIIMIW4"41
aye-Something
To Sell
Rent
Or Trade?
Let Miss
Defender
Classified
Do It,
CALL JA 6-8397
The inside story:
All we changed
were the bottles.
DISTILLED
_ LONDON DRY
Y.k.:Alte
Ho PROf
How come? To match what goes inside.
Still your favorite Hiram Walker's Gin made with imported botanicals.
Still your favorite Vodka distilled an extra step for extra d.rjness..
iaiiiumara.anw• DISTIIIID8111111111111•VIWA•N-110 PN IMIERIMIIIIIMIIBTUL rm. MI NM &SIMINC.,PE1111.1.
PEST
EXTERMINATING CO:
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Llesised and Bonded
CALL la BEFORE YOU ARE
E•18ARRASSEO
"WE BILL TO LIVE"
CALL
0.7.1. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PM. PA 7.6033
TOOTHACHE,
Cont suffer agony. In seconds get relief
that lasts with ORA-JEL. Speed-release
formula puts it to work in-
stantly to stop throbbing
toothaclgepain, so safe doc-
tors recommend it for
teething
° ra-jel,
BUY BONDS
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
182-164-166 REALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
ATHAWS
LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
4176 SI 17$ SIAL STRUT /A 6.5300
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defender goes on sale
cad. Thursday at the following locations:
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath
ALDALE CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington
527-8150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chel seo-
BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
2547 Broad Avenue
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526-9940
Free Delivery Open 7 Days
9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
BOSTON SUNDRY
2649 Spotswood
324-9126
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College
CENTRAL
PRESCRIPTION SHOP
550 Vance
DAVIS REXALL DRUGS
1550 Netherwood at
5. Willett
EWING ESSO
SERVICE STATION
867 Mississippi
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Rood
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 Firestone
GOLDEN'S SUNPRY
2533 Pork Ave.
324-9322
GOSS PHARMACY
448 Walker Avenue
JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.
HAWKINS GRILL
t.12/7 E. McLemore
JEr- - EP;ON GROCERY
L
4791 Horn Lake Rd.
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Park Ave.
452-3101
Speedy Delivery
KAUFFMAN DRIVE
IN GRO.
1297 Lauderdale
KLONDYKE
FOOD CENTER
1287 Vollentine
276-9509
Fresh Meats & Veg.
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
129 3 Vollentine
272-3112 ,
Free Delivery
L & H Sundry
142 Silverage
McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Ave.
MODEL LAUNDRY
204W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magazines &Newspapers
All Out of Town
Newspapers
10 N. Main
526-9648
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942-1712
Pres. & Del. Service
POST OFFICE
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG "2
209 Beale
PROSPECT REXALL
DRUGS
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.
ROYAL SUNDRY
249 5 Comes
ROSEWOOD-PHARMACY
918 Lauderdale
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
SAUNDERS DRUG CO
565 S. Parkway E.
RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLemore
948-4576
Pres. & Del Service
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525-8811 526-7727
Prescriptions & Drugs
STROZIER DRUG
2192 Chelsea
276-2588
Pres. & Del. Service
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Road
TRIGG AVE, SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vance
TWO SISTER'S FOOD SHOP
2401 Eldridge
458-9878
Good Foods
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Ave.
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WAD LINGON
251 E. McLemore
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Rd.
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazines
From All Towns
115 Monroe Ave.
526-9920
•
